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commendations and material assistance,
their strong interest and good will.
The Apostolic Delegate, Most Rev.
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special commendation and Apostolic
Blessing.

In the words, once more, of the Council of Baltimore, we appeal to our people
in behalf of the Review :
" Finally, Christian parents, let us beg
your earnest consideration of this important truth, that upon you,!singly and individually, must practically depend the solution of the question whether or not the
Catholic press is to accomplish the great
work which Providence and the Church expect of it at this time."
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BEST TO ADVERTISE.

Business men, who are approached by
the advertising solicitors of religious
journals, not infrequently put to themselves the question Do religious papers
pay advertisers??and the answer?if the
business man considers the question in
its proper aspects is invariably?yes.
Religious papers pay because they go into
the heart of the home and come closer to
the people than any other class of papers. They are read leisurely from the
first page to the last, not hurriedly
skimmed and thrown aside, as are the
dailies. They contain topics of interest
for every member of the family and are
especially interesting to women, who are
the great buyers?the real economists
and home-builders. Two-thirds of all the
advertisements written appeal especially
and directly to women. They purchase
almost everything the family needs or
desires. Their own wants are innumerable. An advertisement in a religious
journal is never lost. The papers are
riled away. The advertisement is read
throughout the week. The advertisements in yesterday's dailies are more flat,
stale and unprofitable than are the leading
articles of yesterday. The advertisements
in the daily are ephemeral good for an
hour those of the religious weekly are
good to be read seven days in the week.

:

?

?

IN' ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS

SACKED HKAirr REVIEW

The Sacred Heart Review.
cal or mental distress. Therefore no Catholic
was surprised when the Sisters came promptly
forward to volunteer their aid if it should be
Every other day, almost, we are told that the needed at Key West or elsewhere.
Pope is about to bless the Spanish arms. This
Thk New York Observer indulges in this conkind of journalistic "tommy-rot" is so ridiculously untrue that it only merits the silence that temptible little fling: "A number of Spanish
officers are adorned with such names as Parrel,
means contempt.
O'Donnell, O'Brien and the like. The explanaIx the Outlook the Rev. Lyman Abbott says
tion is that their ancestors were in the battle of
that the present war is a righteous one. His
the Boyne." Well, there were a great many of
brother, the Key. Edward Abbott, on the con- the same names in the Revolutionary army and
trary, in the Literary World, characterizes the
in the Union ranks during the War of the Rewar as iniquitous.
in this country and, perhaps, some of the
bellion
"Who shall decide when doctors disagree
progenitors of the editors of our Presbyterian
And soundest casuists doubt, like you and me."
contemporarymet men with the same patronymics
The American McAU Association held its at the battle of Eontenoy.
annual convention in Boston last week for the

EdN
itoral otes.

The Springfield Republican says:"The
first time in eight years. Its yearly meetings
truth
is that Spain is no more decadent at the
might be discontinued here and elsewhere altogether, for at present its missionary success present time because she is Roman Catholic than
seems to be all on this side of the herring pond. Russia is virile because she maintains the Greek
church, or than Japan is brilliantly renascent
Erance knows it not.
because, according to Christian standards, she
The Congregationalist tells about the sending has no religion at all. Anyone who believes
of Bibles concealed in casks of wine to Spain by that nations are strong or weak because of the
the Protestantsof Switzerlandand the Netherlands particular brand of Christianity they embrace
in the time of the Reformation. This was like should explain this modern phenomenon of
sending coals to Newcastle, for the Spaniards at heathen Japan.
Catholic Spain seems degenthat time had plenty of Bibles and probably man- erate, but essentially Catholic Mexico seems
ufactured better wine than did the Swiss or the flushed with youthful vigor."

.

. .

Netherlanders.

A COLORED man has been refused membership
in the Vine Street Congregational Church of
Cincinnati. lie was deemed qualified by the
pastor, and the committee reported favorably on
his application, but the "church " shut the doors
against him. His color would not have kept him
out

of the Catholic Church, where he might have

The articles of Professor Starbuck of Andover are resumed in this number of the Review.
The consideration of the spurious Jesuit oath is
continued in the keenly critical and truthful
spirit that has hitherto distinguished this Protestant champion's defence of Catholic institutions
which have been grossly misrepresented by Doctor

Lansing. Professor Starbuck's papers, by

knelt at the altar beside the highest social magnate,
the way, have been quite generally copied of late
without question or offence.
by our Catholic contemporaries, including,among
At the First Methodist church, Chicago, on others not already mentioned in these columns,
Wesley Day," President Crawford delivered a the Catholic Review of New York, the Catholic
lecture on "Savonarola, the John Wesley of the Record of London, Ontario, and the Southern
Fifteenth Century." The poor Florentine monk, Messenger of San Antonio, Texas.

"

Church, was an unconscious Protestant and a precursor of Luther not
long ago, and now he is associated with the
founder of Methodism in a manner that is as
funny as the burlesque mixing-op of the babies
in the comic opera, "H.M. S. Pinafore." Such

who died in the only

true

is fame !

Tiik Army and Navy Journal objects to the
New York" the
"thinks
" Pans " and
Vale " and Harvard,"
these and
and
"
"
other United States vessels should be named
after naval heroes, like William Bainbridge,
Isaac Hull, James Lawrence or John Paul Jones.
It might well have included the Catholic Barry,
the first captain of our navy, in the list. The
Journal fears that by and by we shall have the
monitor " Vassar " and the battleship the "Misses

renaming of the
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Poor Doctor Briggs ! Both the High-church
Episcopalians and the Presbyterians are enlarging on the subject of his peculiarly perplexing
predicament. We called attention, recently,
to what the Living Church said about his present
position, and below w e quote from the Presbyterian Messenger, which says:?

r

" The irony of the situation will be apparent as soon as
he becomes an'ordained.ministerof the Episcopal church.
He will then be in a position where he could not, if he
would, ask a Presbyterian minister to preach in his pulpit,
because the Presbyterian ministers with whom he was once
associated are not supposed to be ordained in the right
way ; and, on the other hand, having been suspended from
the Presbyterian church, the ordinary Presbyterian minister would feel that he might be called to account by the
highest court of his church if he asked Doctor Briggs to
preach for him."

opposition of every English churchman, Protestant or Catholic." It takes very little to excite
a disturbance in an Anglican church, judging
from the foregoing, and we are not surprised
that the Tablet exclaims : "So it all came from
the shape of a chasuble, and English churchmen
maybe Protestants as well as Catholics." Yes,
they are always protesting and yet they sometimes call themselves Catholic. Delightful inconsistency !

Those of our congressmen from the interior
who were always selfishly opposed to the
strengthening of our coast defences and to the
enlargement of our navy have had a stirring and
necessary lesson taught them by the present war.
Perhaps they thought we would never have
another war with a foreign power, but this was
a foolish assumption, for the time has not arrived
when arbitration shall settle all international
difficulties. In times of peace we must prepare
for war.

In an account of the departure of the Irish
"
Ninth" Regiment from Boston, which took
place last week, the Advertiser speaks of the general salute given as the command passed the
cathedral on Washington street, to " the great

massof stone and mortar that stoodfor the Church
to which the whole regiment belonged." Our
esteemed contemporary evidently is unaware of
the fact that the salute in passing a church is
given in honor of the Blessed Sacrament, not to
a mass of stone and mortar," and is an outward
manifestation of faith in the real Presence of
Christ on the altars of our churches. Catholics
revere all places devoted to pious uses, but the
respectful salute given in passing a church is
primarily a sign of their belief in the Sacrament
of the altar.

"

A Peep at the Philippines.
The many islands which extend from Borneo
to Japan were called by Magellan, after he discovered them in 1521, the Ladrones or Kobber
Isles, but later they were named the Philippines
in honor of Philip 11. of Spain. The natives
found by the discoverer were of various stocks,
including the Nigritoes, who were not unlike the
wild men of Borneo, the descendants of Moorish
or Arab pirates, and the Malays, the most numerous of all. Many of the natives were not of
the kind to submit passively to Spanish conquest.
Head-hunting was a pastime with the savages,
and they drank the blood of their slain enemies,
and reserved the livers and hearts of their dead
foes for the use of chieftans. In the first century
after the discovery of the islands, one hundred
Catholic missionaries were put to death, but not
in vain, for we all know the bloodof the martyrs
is the seed of the Church. In 1600, sixtyfive years after the Spaniards settled there,
400,000 of the natives were Christians, and
a century later nearly all of them were converted.
In our own day, of the 7,000,000 inhabitants
more than 6,000,000 are Catholics, and among
those who are not must be counted the 60,000
Chinese coolies, the descendants of the unchanging Moors, and a considerable portion of the
natives who have never come under Catholic influence. Of the inhabitants of the Philippines,
Elisee Reclus, an infidel geographer, says that "a
happier people it would be hard to find under
the sun." They are in every respect superior to
kindred people who have been brought under the
sway of English and Dutch Protestant civiliza-

Really, the situation is very distressing as deour Presbyterian editorial brother,
but is it consistent with the much lauded private
Some of our Protestant friends are astonished interpretation of the Scripture?
when they hear that Sisters are willing to leave
The Church Times of London, in alluding to
their peaceful seclusion and go to the scene of
nurse
the
sick
the
absence of unpleasant scenes during Passion
and
and
the
It
is
not
dying.
war
to
remarkable
who
know
that
time
and Easter, at St. Kthelburga's, BishopCatholics,
at all
religious lead a life of self-renunciation, and live gate, London, indicates that this was due to the
by rules which make all that they do a religious fact that " Doctor Cobb wore on Easter Day
duty. They are the servants of suffering man- a handsome white chasuble." The same paper
kind whenever circumstances demand their ser- continues by saying that "during Lent the
vices and they know no creed and no country in Eucharistic vestment worn was of the modern
their angelic ministrations to those that need Italian pattern somewhat resembling a distiller's
their merciful assistance in times of great physi- apron, and quite enough of itself to arouse the tion.
Jones Seminary."

scribed by

The Philippines ecclesiastically form an
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The question naturally arises, where do the children who do not attend Sunday-school get their
religious instruction ? Not in the public schools,
surely, where there is sometimes a lame endeavor
to teach morality without religion.
It may be
But
this is
answered that they get it at home.
;
not at all satisfactory for many so-called Protestant parents are simply agnostics, though they
may sometimes go to church to listen to what
they call an eloquent sermon. How can such
increased with them.
people impart religious truths to their children,
Dewey's Victory at Manila.
and how can they teach them even good morals
Should the United States decide to retain the when it is well known that religion and morality
Philippines, it will not, apparently, find an in- can not be successfully separated ?
tractable people to deal with, notwithstanding
in War Time.
the fact that a portion of the inhabitants have What Our Lady Readers Can Do
received
at the I!i:The
letter
was
following
been in revolt against the Spanish government.
week.
cordially
-vikw
office
last
We
recommend
But whatever disposition is made of them it will
not detract from the glorious victory which the project to our readers, and we are so confident
Dewey and his brave men won in defeating the that our patriotic lady subscribers will respond
Spanish Meet and in taking Manila. That it generously to this appeal that we invite the boys
or at the seat of war to send us their
was one of the greatest naval achievements of in camp
names,
with the companies and regiments to
modern times can not be denied, and the skill
are attached. They will thus give
they
with which it was carried out shows that our which
lady
readers an opportunity to serve them
naval officers, beginning with Pear-Admiral our
in
accordance
witlfthe following reasonable sugDewey to be long may he live to wear the
title
are in the front rank of sea heroes. They gestions
East Boston, Mass., May 1, 189S.
will go down to posterity with the valiant
To the Editor a/the Sacred Heart Review:?
American sailors of the past, whom they far Dear Sir: I have been a constant reader of your most
surpass in scientific warfare on the wave, and excellent paper for the past four years.
I belong to the Ninth Infantry Massachusetts Volunwill ever be remembered by a grateful country teers,
which was ordered to leave on Wednesday, May 4.
as true patriots worthy to fight under the inspir- I shall be unable (financially) to get yourpaper. Iwish you
ing folds of Old Glory. It is a matter for con- would ask some of your subscribers to send copies of it to
the front, who will be glad to get goodreading.
gratulation that the dauntless Dewey and some the boys at idea
has come to me in which the Revikw
Another
of his fellow officers are New Englanders. We readers can render much assistance. In many Protestant
all have national pride, and believe in one com- churches there are ladies who make comfort bags for
soldiers also. Now the
mon country, but we have local pride also, and sailors, which can be used for thing. I will try to deCatholic ladies can do the Mine
can not but feel happy that so much distinction scribe a bag?-that is, tell what it might contain. The
has fallen upon our section of the country. Our bag is tied witli a pair of shoe-strings ;it has a small pair
a thimble,
New England soldiers and sailors, of whatever of scissors, spools of white and black thread,
a number of different sized needles, pins, buttons, black
original descent or nationality, have never been and white darning cotton, black and white tape, white
deaf to the call of duty, but have always been bandages, colored patches, writing-paper and envelopes.
pencil, postage stamps, a small prayer-book, a pair
foremost in defending the republic from her a lead
of scapulars, a rosary and a New Testament.
foes and in upholding her dignity on sea and
Now this is what could he in the bag; there are other
archbishopric, at Manila, with suffragan sets at
New Caceres, New Segovia, Zebu and Jaro. The
priests are nearly all members of religious orders,
including, when the figures were collected some
time ago, 150 Jesuits, .'JO Capuchins, 343 Recollets, 226 Dominicans, '2f>o Franciscans, and
800 Augustinians. Converts have been multiplying by thousands in the last fifteen or twenty
years, and the number of priests has, of course,
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David, the sweet psalmist of Israel, with a marvelous clearness of prophetic vision: "Lift up
your gates, O ye princes, and be ye lifted up, 0
eternal gates; and the King of Olory shall enter
in.
God is ascended with jubilee, and
Lord
with the sound of the trumpet.
the
Thou hast ascended on high. Thou
hast led captivity captive." St. I'aul on the
road to Damascus saw a sudden light from heaven,
and heard a voice say to him " Saul, Saul,
why dost thou persecute Me ?" And when
he asked : Who art Thou, Lord V " the voice re"
plied : "I am Jesus, Whom thou dost persecute."
It is John who gives us at length the account of the repentant, loving and favored
Magdalene meeting her Saviour, and receiving from His own lips the message for His
disciples : " I ascend to My Father and to your
Father, to My God and your Cod."
Yet he says nothing concerning that wonderful
event, the Ascension of Our Lord, which the
Church celebrates this week, except in the commission to Mary Magdalene for His disciples.
Nothing? Let us turn the pages of Scripture
till we reach its final books. In the first epistle
of St. John is a brief, strong assertion "There
are Three that give testimony in heaven ; the
Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: and
these Three are One." Instantly the awakened
soul of the believer recalls the magnificent opening of St. John's own gospel: "In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God." Like a flash we comprehend how the eagle pen of St. John, in its own
divinely inspired, supereminently eloquent style,
has told us that whence the Word came, thither
hath He ascended up once more.
But look again. The last book of all is St.
John's also, the Apocalypse, that mysterious
"Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave to
Him to make known to His servants the things
which must shortly come to pass ; and signified,
sending by His angel to His servant Joliui, who
hath given testimony to the word of God."

.

:

:

small articles which a lady can think of better than a man,
Ah ! if we read this book with the thought in
It also might contain a letter from the donor.
mind that John is the apostle of the ResurrecHoping that you will give this to your readers, I am
The Protestant Sunday-Schools Again.
tion and of the Ascension, and also that it was he
Sincerely yours,
The decadence of the Protestant SundayThomas M. Devlin.
who heard the Baptist cry, in words never to be
school has been the cause of prolific discussion
Infantry,
11. Co. Ninth
Massachusetts Volunteers.
forgotten by his loving heart: "Behold the
in both the secular and religious papers. Editor
Will be at South Framingham, Mass.
Lamb of God!" we shall notice therein many holy
Bok of the Lidies' Home Journal has been atWe shall behold a door

shore.

tacked right and left because he started the ball
rolling by daring to assert that the influence of
the Sunday-school, as conducted by our separated
brethren, was declining. We alluded editorially
to this subject a few weeks ago, and in recurring
to it we quote from Samuel W. Dike, an Auburndale correspondent of the Boston Transcript, who
says:?

'

'

THE APOSTLE

OF THE ASCENSION.

11l the gospel for the fifth Sunday after Easter,
taken, as we remarked last week, like all the
Sundays after Easter, from the Evangel of St.
John, we find these words of Our Blessed Lord
recorded : " I came forth from the Father, and
am come into the world again I leave the world,
and go to the Father." This statement was

:

" To the charge that the attendance is on the decrease verified when, on Ascension Thursday, forty days
t he Congregatiorialint replies by stating that' in the last
in our Sunday-school membership after His glorious Resurrection, Jesus Christ
ten years the increase

has been 287,800.' But on looking into the official yearbook I found that this included 71JM7 for independent
schools in 1890, for which there were no corresponding
numbers in the year 1880,and that with this correction the
Sunday-school membership still had increased in the
decade, but only three-fourths as fast as the church membership. This error was immediately pointed out, but
the Congregutionalixt has not seen fit to make the proper
correction. And it has lately, in giving the denominational summaries for 18(17, stated that the church membership increased by 10,709 members over the previous year,
The
while the Sunday-school had lost 1,871.
truth is that the Sunday-school membership of the last
five years in this denomination for the whole country has
made less than half the average gains as in the previous
I find that between 1886 and 1890 the prolive.
portion of Sunday-school members in the Congregational
churches to church members has fallen off in Massachusetts, Connecticut and Vermont, typical New England
states."

...

...

The above remarks by one who says he believes in the Sunday-school would seem to show
that Mr. Bok had some solid ground on which to
base his conclusions, and we are confirmed in
this opinion by an article -by Mr. Sceley in the
Educational Review, to which we referred in
"Current Comment" in the Revikw of May 7.

ascended to His Father from Whom He came.
Each Evangelist gives us, at more or less
length, an account of our Divine Lord's Resurrection, St. Luke's and St. John's accounts being
the most detailed. But St. Matthew does not
mention at all the actual fact of His Ascension,
nor does St. John record it; while St. Mark only
says:"And the Lord Jesus, after He had spoken
to them, was taken up to heaven, and sitteth on
the right hand of God."
St. Luke, however, both in his gospel and in
the book called the Acts of the Apostles, written
by him, furnishes us with a more extended and
deeply interesting description of the wonderful
event. St. Peter, also, who, according to the great
Latin doctor of the Church, St. Jerome, gave information to St. Mark, his disciple, for the gospel
called St. Mark's speaks, in his first
of "Jesus Christ, Who is on the right hand of
being gone into heaven, that we
God
might become heirs of life everlasting." In the
old Testament the Ascension was foretold by

. . .

and heavenly things.
open in heaven, and shall hear a voice calling,
up hither ! " And in that glorious heaven
"weCome
shall see, as John saw, a Lamb standing as it
were slain. We shall hear, as John heard, the
voice of many angelsround about the throne, and
every creature which is in heaven, and on the
earth and under the earth, and such as are in the
sea, and the things that are therein we shall hear
all saying "To Him That sitteth on the throne,
and to the Lamb, benediction, and honor, and
glory, and power, for ever and ever."
We shall see, too, as John saw, a great multitude, clad in white robes, and with eternal peace
writ on their radiant faces, and we shall hear
like him the words of ever memorable and blissful import: "These are they who are come out
of great tribulation, and have washed their robes,
and have made them white in the Blood of the
They shall not hungernor thirst
Lamb.
;
any more neither shall the sun fall on them,
nor any heat: For the Lamb, Which is in the
midst of the throne, shall rule them, and shall

:

:

..
.

lead them to the fountains of the waters of life ;
and Godshall wipe away all tears from their eyes."
Again and again in his rapt vision of the eternal city, John, the Beloved Disciple, sees the ascended Lamb; and again and again we learn,
through him, the hope of ourown final resurrection and glorious ascension, if only we hearken
to the voice of our Good Shepherd, and walk
with Him in white, day by day, towards our

eternal Home.
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POPULAR PROTESTANT

THE
CONTROVERSY.

IX.
The spurious .Jesuit oath has two forms. In the American form, as given by Mr. Lansing, the new member is
made to declare that he is dispensed to assume any heretical religion. The German translation,as I have it before
me, more Judiciously omits this declaration. Ami indeed,
while the Jesuits have been accused by their Catholic
opponents of almost every form of dissimulation, including even the apparent (though not the real) rendering of
worship to heathi'ii divinities, no Catholic enemy of the
society appears to have charged them with having ever
conformed to a I'rotestant church. No allusion to any
such offence is found in Pascal, Dollinger ami Rensch,
Huber, Gioberti, or Sainte-Beuve. The society seems to
have been regarded as more hostile to heresy than even
to heathenism, just as I have known Protestants that
hated Catholicism much more titan they hated infidelity.
Fenelon, though not a Jesuit, was a friend and favorite
of the Jesuits. In his works he considers at full how far
it is lawful for a Catholic, in a Protestant country, where
at that time the knowledge that he was a Catholic might
have exposed him.to the loss of goods, of liberty, and of
life itself, is justified in complying with Protestantism.
The Archbishop decides that he may lawfully conceal his
creed, lie also permits liim to attend Protestant sermons.
Here the Archbishop draws the line. In no circumstances
does he allow that it can be lawful to receive the communion from I'rotestant bands. Prevailing Catholic
theology is much more rigorous than this.
In the Middle Ages, as we know, there were repeated
disputes over a papal election, something which has not
now happened for four hundred and forty-eight years, and
even the shadow of which has not been cast upon the
Roman See for three hundred and ninety-five. Some of
these disputes, as we know, lasted some time, and finally
culminated in the (ireat Schism of thirty-nine years. The
Middle Ages had their illustrious merits, but they were
certainly violent and ill-regulated in procedure, and the
Church, as a human society, pretending to no infallibility
in tin- administration of discipline, had to labor through
these tumultuous waters as best she could, trusting in
the Redeemer's guidance. The moral and disciplinary
energy latent in her manifested itself remarkably in
that great Council which finally composed the dispute.
So much all reasonable Protestants ought to allow.
In these divisions the contending parties naturally
accused each other of schism. Yet the schism was rather
of form than of fact. The ordinations on either side were
valid, the benefices legitimately held, the doctrine identical, and the disputes temporary. Men and women of
equal sanctity were found with each claimant. Posterity
has not ratified the ill-advised opprobrium which the contestants east on each other. Catherine of Siena was on
one siile, Vincent Ferrer on the other; yet the Church has
canonized both. It is not strange, therefore, that even
then emigrants from one region to another, especially
princesses marrying abroad, were sometimes dispensed
to receive, not merely tin- tiual but the ordinary sacraments from the bishops ami priests of the rival obedience.
A rival obedience was very differentfrom a rival communion. An uncertain papal election might possibly,
though in no way probably, divide Boston and Sew York
for a time even now. Vet such a dispute, should it Improbably occur, would leave the people of both dioceses
orthodox Roman Catholics.
Even after the great breach of England with Home
under Henry and I'M ward, the Pope dispensed Philip and
Mary to be married by the I'.ishop of Winchester, although officially in schism with the Holy See. Gardiner,
who had been papally instituted, but had broken with
Rome at his master's command, was known to be
staunchly Catholic in doctrine, and well-inclined to a
reconciliation. The Pope had therefore no difficulty in
dispensing him to celebrate the royal marriage. Whether
the King and Queen also received the oommunion from
his hands I do not remember, but it seems not improbable. His vanishing schism was rather a shadow than a
substance, even while it lasted.
Instancesof Roman Catholic attendance, even communion,early in Elizabeth's reign,can hardly be pleaded,beoaaae it was not until 1670 that thebull of Pius Y. gavea final
sentence against Anglicanism, as hopelessly schismatical.
Anglican orders were then at Pome held under advisement. Accordingly a Roman Catholic might have maintained that even from a priest of the Establishment he at
least received a true Eucharist So also, as Cardinal Bellarmine remarks, should a validly ordained priest become a Protestant, and, though having ceased to intend
the true end, namely the Transubstantlatlon, still intend
the true act, namely the consecration, his Protestant people
would receive from him a real communion. Vet no Roman
Catholic could be dispensed to receive from him. As to
all ordinations,however,given by non-Episcopal churches,
Independent. Presbyterian or Lutheran, Catholic theology, of course, declares with one voice that,being given
out of the line of episcopal succession, orthodox or schismatics!, they are null, and therefore the communion consecrated by such ministers is also null, even when, as is
often not the case, the words of institution have been
used. To assume, therefore, that the Pope can possibly
dispense a Catholic to receive the communion from a
Protestant minister, is to suppose that the Pope can authorize a Catholic to receive as I sacrament that which in
the Pontiff's view is a futility, and being received a.s a
eiicharist involves a sacrilege. Let me advise Mr. Lanssays, maintain that
ing that although Dens may, as he
"?
the Pope has the power "to dispense with all laws
of the Church are held to lie
laws
a.s
the
inasmuch
all divines allow that he can not,
only of human right
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change either the matter or the form of the sacraments.
These are held to be a part of the jus divinum, "given
to the Church with the note of unchangeability." They
are not, like the commandments of truth and purity,
founded on the immutable nature of God, hut they are
founded on his immutable will. The Pope can not in any
emergency make that to be a eucharist which is not a
eucharist. He can not, therefore, on any possible supposition of advantage, excuse a Catholic for receiving before
the world a.s asacrameut that which, in the Catholic's own
eves, is a nullity. He could no more do this than he could
have dispensed an ancient Christian to throw incense on
the altar of Jupiter. Such a dispensation would render
him a fautor of heresy, and a fautor of heresy, obstinately
persisting for a year, becomes himself suspect of heresy.
Could such a thing be imagined of a Pope. Not even by
the stiffest Protestant. Whatevercompliance Mr. Lansing
may suppose a Pope ready to extend to the Jesuits, he certainly could not be supposed willing to grant a dispensation which in his eyes and their eyes would be, by divine
ordinance, absolutely null and void, sacrilegious and heretical, and which would expose him to the loss of his chair.
Putting aside all questions of divine oversight, there are
some assumptions which sin against all human possibility.
Moreover, we are not confined to these negative arguments, although they are quite sufficient. We have two
positive pieces of testimony of convincing weight, and
immediately referring to the Jesuits. In MM Queen
Christina, of Sweden, had been converted to Roman
Catholicism lTy Jesuits. It was of the highest moment,

both to them and their Church, that she should retain tincrown. To keep the crown, it was requisite that she
should receive the Lord's Supper once a year after the
Lutheran rite. She asked her Jesuit friends to procure
her a dispensation to this effect from the Pope. They
were obliged to inform her that this was beyond his competency. Accordingly, she was compelled to abdicate.
The other ease is that of the young James 111. of England. It is highly probable, perhaps I may say morally
certain, that his sister Anne would have bequeathed him
the crown, and that the English would have gladly rebeing indisputably the heir in point of
ceived him
birth - had he been willing, even once, at his coronation,
to receive the communion at the hands of the Archbishop
of Canterbury. Their hearts yearned over their young
countryman, the authentic Stuart, and turned away with
cold dislike from the German elector, who could not even
speak their language, and who cared nothing for them or
their land. Had James even answered vaguely, he
might perhaps have come in and George have been kept
out. James had been brought up by Jesuits, at a court
where they were supreme. It was of sovereign moment
for the society and for its patron Lewis that James 111.
should be reigning in London. A little equivocation here
would have been pardoned by many meu who boast that
they are not as these Jesuits. Yet this young disciple of
Loyola sent a manly answer, that he could not think for
a moment of negotiating with a religion which he bad not
the remotest thought of ever professing. Let anybody,
after that, accuse the Jesuits themselves of doing what,
against all their own interests, they would not suffer this
young layman to do!
It never seems to occur to the Lansings, and Sfoeckers,
and such people, that for generations back many men
have been leaving the Jesuits, and not a few of these the
Church, and yet that, not one of them has ever heard of
this oath, which we are told that every one of them has
had to take. The great enemy of Roman Catholicism in
Germany now, Count yon Hoensbroech, has been himself
a Jesuit. Yet he declares the accusations against Jesuit
morality, of practice or teaching, purely calumnious
Even such propositions as those condemned by Innocent
XI. he explains, not without some straining, as ingenuous casuistry, running away with the casuists. He
thinks the Jesuit tone of feeling languid towards German
patriotism. Yet he accuses the Jesuits of no denial of
allegiance to Protestant governments. The most he has to
say is, that he has heard one prominent German Jesuit
avow that he had never been able to bring himself to pray
for the emperor. And indeed, seeing how many men in
one the present William is, I think the attempt to pray for
the same man two consecutive mornings is a little discouraging. Still, I do not justify this one disaffected Jesuit.
Forgers of such affairs as this pretended oath have
usually picked up scattered bits of information, and then
do not know how to manage them. Thus, this forger,
having heard that most superiors govern with the help of a
OOnventUS, or chapter of the brethren, makes the Jesuit to
swear " in the presence of this whole cowentiis." He has
not discovered, as Bernard Duhr remarks, that conventual government does not exist among the Jesuits, So,
too, he makes the candidate address 'my spiritual
Father," evidently not knowing the difference between
a confessor and a superior. "Reverend Father is the
invariable form of Jesuit vows. So, too, lie makes him
append his hand and seal, although a Jesuit has no seal.
Nor does any one inform us what has become of the
countless copies of this oath, signed and sealed, that
would have been gathering for 300 years, not one of
which, under all the sudden seizures of Jesuit records,
lias ever been found.
In short, this oath is the forgery of a knave crossed
with a fool. The composition of its propagators I leave
undiscussed.
Chari.ks C. Starbick.
Andovrr, Moss.
[Being away from home and having, therefore, no opportunity of reading Fenelon, we are somewhat in the
dark as to the precise character of the case quoted above
by Rev. Mr. Starbuck. We have no hesitation, however, in
saying that no one can be "justified " by Fenelon, or even
the Pope himself, "in complying with Protestantism" to
any degree. To conceal one's faith when the concealing
is equivalent to the denial of the true, or the profession of
?
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a false, faith, is not allowed. One may dissemble the true,
but not simulate the false. Fifty years before Fenelon
was born Pope Paul V., having been consulted by the
English Catholics who by law were threatened with " the
loss of goods, of liberty and life itself," unless they would
attend the Protestant churches, replied, commanding
them " not to enter under any pretext the temples of the
heretics, not to listen to their sermons, and not to communicate with their rites." This was the only possible
answer. It was the old answer?the Apostolic answer:
" If any man come to you, and bring not this doctrine,
?

receive liim

not

you."

into the house, nor say to him God speed

Irish Catholics know by sad experience that this is
indeed the teaching of the Church, and the history of
their sufferings, theirstarvations and martyrdoms, gives
ample evidence of their loyally to ibis faith.]

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S DAY AGAIN.

In our "Current Comment" department there
appeared, in the Review of March 19 last, a
paragraph dealing with certain statements made
by the Review oj Reviews of that month about
St. Bartholomew's Day and the action taken by
Pope Gregory XIII. when the first accounts of
the event reached Pome. In contradiction of
the perverted version of the papal action given
by the Review oj Reviews, we quoted from
Guizot's "History of France," vol. 4, page 384,
testimony to show that, when the real facts in
the case became known to Pope Gregory, he
wept and expressed his detestation of that deed.
Our esteemed contemporary, the Charlottetown
(P. E. I.) H*ml(l, reproduced our comment in
its columns, whereupon its neighbor, the Morning Guardian, of Charlottetown, declared that
our ([notation from Gui/.ot was not to be found
in the volume or on the page we mentioned, and
added that although the concluding portion of
the quotation appeared elsewhere in the" History
of France," the words were not Guizot's, but
Brantome's.
We do not know what edition of Gui/.ot the
Guardian consulted. We took our quotation
second-hand from a work which we believed
trustworthy; and in Looking the matter up now
we find that Guizot's "History of France,"
translated by P. Black, M. A., and published by
Estes it Lauriat of this city, on page 'AXi, vol. 4

the identical reference given by us?contains
practically the very citation we used in our
original paragraph. Our insular critic is, therefore, altogether wrong when it says that nothing
pertaining or approximating to that quotation is
to be found in the place indicated by us. The
?

contrary statement is

the truth.

Let it be

granted that Gui/.ot quotes, in part, from Brantome. He makes that writer's words his own,
nevertheless; and he uses them simply to describe
the change which he himself admits came over
Gregory XIII.'s opinion of St. Bartholomew's
day when he learned its real character. Gui/.ot
the truth came out,
says: "At Pome itself
and Pope Gregory was touched by it." There
we have an unequivocal admission by the French
Protestant historian that the Pope was deceived

.

.

in the first accounts lie received of St. Bartholomew's day and it was those accounts which
caused Gregory to order a Te Peum sung and a
medal struck?and a frank acknowledgment, by
the same Protestant writer, that he was grieved
when the truth came out. Brantome's words,
which Gui/.ot makes his own, are then used by
the latter historian to describe the sorrow which
the Pope experienced when the real facts in the
case became known to him; but before he quotes
from Brantome, Gui/.ot himself admits that the
Pope was misled by the French ambassador,
whose report, as Chamber's Biographical Dic"
tionary," page 4::.">, states, represented the St.
Bartholomew massacre "as the suppression of a
Huguenot conspiracy." Gui/.ot does even more
than make Brantome's words his own. He corrects the error into which that historian fell
when he attributed Gregory's lament to Pius Y.
?

(Continued

on page :'*l.)
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and, according to present indications, M. Meiine
will again preside over the Council of ministers.
If anyone had ventured to predict, in the month
of April of the year before last, that M. Meiine
would remain in power twenty-four months,
both prophet and prophecy would have been
laughed to scorn. Yet this impossibility has
come to pass.
Very few cabinets have weathered as many
storms. In its earliest infancy it was as rudely
assailed as if it had been firm on its feet for
years, and last week it responded to its 115th interpellation, and yet it lives, and is likely to go
on living, for it grows more vigorous every day.
Its chief has grown vigorous, too. At the
»
start, his languid and self-effacing manner rather
depressed his followers. A melancholy-looking
man he is, with a thin, ascetic countenance, gray

hair, and the bald spot that has doubtless won
for him his clerical reputation.
Mild as he looks, and as he is, lie is nevertheless a man of indomitable will and courage, and
his patience is infinite. He understands the art
and the wisdom of one who waits. Delays have
more than once befriended his cause, and in the
end he has seen his counsels prevail, and his
point gained, against an opposition that promised

"

overwhelming.
A few days ago he made a speech at Pemiremont, in which he reviewed the past labors of
the Chamber, and gave the reasons why certain
reforms had not been effected. He showed what
might be accomplished by the next parliament,
provided the electors have a proper sense of
their duty. He replied at length, and with great
distinctness, to the criticisms of the RadicalSocialists, justified his own struggle against collectivism, and insisted that the government
should not be hampered in its work by a daily
summons to defend the minutest details of its
administration.
He averred, which is quite true, that he has
always been respectful and conciliatory in religious matters, ever opposing the policy of pacification to the sectaries who have sought to promote religious warfare.
Cardinal Perraud, in his pastoral letter, recommending the faithful to pray for light to direct
them in the accomplishment of their electoral
duty, says : "The time is past for accusing the
clergy and Catholics of France of offering a systematic opposition to the governmentestablished
among us twenty-eight years ago. Docile to the
repeated counsels of his Holiness Pope Leo XIII.,
we loyally accept this form of government, and
it is not within our ranks that the menace to
social peace will be found."
Chantilly, the noble bequest of a nobleman to
the French people, was opened to receive its
heirs on a lovely April morning. At one o'clock
the castle gates were thrown open, and quite
gravely, in small groups, respectful and dumb
with wonder, the crowd entered modestly into
its inheritance. The morning trains had brought
to be

but few visitors, but before two o'clock, great
numbers were coming from all directions. Many
walked directly into the woods, pausing to read
the signboard at the entrance: "Every resident
of Chantilly has an interest in keeping these
paths neat; the French Institut begs each one to
co-operate with its own police to promote this

end."
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out in great force.

In two weeks, the elections will be going on

"
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But the majority naturally turned toward the
castle. Among this vast crowd one saw, here
and there, an artist or a writer, but the worthy
Parisian bourgeois and those of Chantilly were

So exceedingly quiet and flag, adding that perhaps Prince Bismarck would
somewhat solemn, the procession through the condescend to choose a tree from his own forest
rooms had an almost funereal aspect. The of Sachsenwald to be used for this purpose.
The reply was prompt. Many thanks for the
crape on the prie-dieu of the late Ducd'Aumale,
in his private chapel, and here and there a por- polite attention. The present would be gratetrait on the wall, are the only personal remind fully accepted, and in regard to the matter of the
staff, the Prince had already ordered a voting
era of the nation's generousbenefactor.
The Sisters of the Helpers of the Holy Souls, tree to be cut and sent at once to the president
a society founded in 1853, by Kugenie Smet, in of the club.
A few days later the tree appeared, a very tine
religion the Rev.Mother Marie dc la Providence,
have been chosen by Cardinal Richard to care specimen of a pine. A bill of 101l marks came
for the memorial chapel in the rue Jean Goujon. with it, cash on delivery! Needless to say, the
These religious, wJiose habit is wholly black, report of this commercial transaction spread
dress, cape and a hood edged with a niching and throughout the city. The Hamburtjher Nachrichtied under the chin with a large crape bow, leave ten, Bismark's organ, conceived it a point of
their convent only to visit the poor. The fami- honor to deny the story. The following day a
lies of those who perished in the burning of the communication from the club authorities apCharity Bazar will be the only persons invited to peared in one of the Hanoverian journals, in
be present at the laying of the corner-stone of which the absolute truth of the statement was
maintained.
this chapel on May 4.
The matinee given yesterday for the benefit of
The city in France where it rains most freAlice Lavigne was a great success. The Figaro,
is not the one where the most rain falls.
quently
which has been active in promoting this charity, Less water falls in Paris than in Ximes, and
yet
announces that the receipts, thanks to the generthe average of rainy days in Ximes is sixty-four,
osity of the dramatic world, and its friends,
and in Paris about KM*.
amount to 90,000 francs. The case of this poor
In Bordeaux it rains 205 days in the year, alactress is especially a pathetic one: blind and
most four days a week. The city where the least
poor ere she came to forty years, she who had
water falls is La Rochelle. Annecy has the heavimade Paris ring with laughter. Her magnetism
est rainfall. In fact, it is always on the blessed
was so great that, at the very sight of her, the
shores of the Mediterranean where the sunny
audience began to laugh. Xow the poor soul
days are the rule, and clouds and rain the exwill be made comfortable and set free from
ception.
anxiety. Whatever may be the defects of actors,
Tut: parishioners of Saint Roch are so much
they tire universally conspicuous for the greatest
of virtues. "There is no career that is not gratified by the elevation of their beloved Abbe
more or less a battlefield, with its dead and dc Bontils to the bishopric of Mans, that they are
wounded ; but where will you find a better going to pay a part of the expenses of his conequipped ambulance corps than belongs to the secration, which will take place at Saint Koch
dramatic army?" asks a correspondent of the towards the end of May, and also present him
Finaro.
General Foreign Notes.

with a cross.
The newly nominated bishop of Mans is fiftyseven years of age, born of an ancient and noble
family in Brittany. One of his ancestors was
St. Bonfiglio, founder of the Servites of Mary.
While he was still a child, the bishop of Pennes,
Monsignor dc Lesquen. was very fond of him.
and, dying, bequeathed to the boy his pastoral
cross. It was an omen.
The Abbe dc Bontils entered Saint-Sulpice at
an unusually early age. Here he was much beloved for his sweetness of character and piety.
On leaving Saint-Sulpice, he became vicar at St.
Ferdinand dcs Ternes, but was speedily transferred to Saint Thomas d' Aquin.
About this time the republic was established,
and the old fight against religious education began again. The post of chaplain in a lyceum was
a very delicate one to till, requiring, as it did, a
combination of tolerance and profound convictions. Cardinal Guibert was fortunate in his
choice of the Abbe dc Bontils for the College of
Saint-Barbe dcs Champs. Here he was the idol
of the children, parents and masters. Wnereverhe
went, he was followed by the love and devotion
of all whoknew him, and now that he is about to
become a prelate, there is general rejoicing on
every side, even at Saint Koch, where the poor
people feel sure that they can never love another
as they have loved him.

Doctob Gi;ii,i.EM.u:i>, in his new edition of
Wallace's " Australasia," the second volume of
which lie litis re-written and enlarged, says:
'\u25a0The Philippine Archipelago presents the anomalous instance of a country which has been
conquered as much by ecclesiastical as by military power. Legaspi landed with his body of
Augustines, who were followed by the Dominicans and Franciscans, and later, but not until
the main work had been accomplished, by the
Jesuits.
"The missionary work in the islandof Mindanao
is almost entirely carried on by Jesuits. It is
probable that a larger percentage of the Christian natives can readand write than the peasantry
of Spain. In every village where there is a
church, there is a school where the children are
taught to read and write Spanish. In 1880 there
were 1,008 such schools giving instruction to
117,118 pupils.
" The Spaniards owe their possession of the
Philippines to Miguel Lopez dc Legaspi, who,
with a force of little more than 400 men, reached
Zebu in 1505. In six years he had subdued the
greater part of the archipelago. This facile conquest was effected without much bloodshed, and
M. Simon Boi i;i:k has been contributing to the
was not a little due to the efforts of a band of
characteristic sketches relating to
Augustinian monks, under Andreadc I'rdaheta." Gaulois certain
the Spanish soldiers and sailors. The following
.Many anecdotes are told illustrative of the anecdote shows the strange union of ferocity and
reputation for thrift which attaches itself to the chivalry peculiar to the character of the SpanCount Alfred dc Coetlogon,
name of Prince Bismarck. One of these is now iard. "The late
in the Carlist war of 1837, told me
who
fought
going the rounds of the German press. One of
that Zumalacareguy, having sworn to shoot as
the clubs in the city of Hanover had decided to many Christinos prisoners as the Christmos had
offer the Prince, on the occasion of his eighty- shot among the Carlist prisoners, wished, neverthird birthday, an immense nag with the German theless, to save certain of the captives who had
colors, to wave above the tower of the castle of been his schoolmates. The latter declined. ' You
swore that you would have us shot,'they said,'and
Friedrichsruhe.
now you must do it. We will not allow a schoolIn announcing to the Prince that the tlag was mate of ours to bring dishonor on his name.'
"And he gave the order to shoot them, after
finished, the club committee added that it only
needed a staff of suitable size for the enormous tenderly clasping each man in his arms."
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t omment. chre in Jerusalem. Yarallo is not the only place the founding of the various schools that made up
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS
IN THE MAGAZINES.
Not a New Idea.

In the interesting article entitled "The Trans-

Isthmian Canal Problem," which he contributes
to the current issue of Harper's Magazine, Colonel
William Ludlow, I". S. A., points out that the
project of cutting a canal across the Isthmus of
Panama is no new idea, but simply embodies a
thought which was entertained by the earliest
Spanish colonists who settled in that pari of
the new world which Columbus discovered.

In

fact, as Colonel Ludlow states, the dream of discovering a direct western passage from Europe
to Asia was what principally inspired the first
transatlantic voyages of which we have authentic
historical records; and it is a well known fact
that that idea was uppermost in the mind of Columbus. In the wake of that pioneer transatlantic
navigator, we are told that Spanish and Portuguese colonists and explorers followed, so that in
1686 the entire Isthmian coasts from Darien to
Florida had been traversed and examined, and
the Pacific littoral to the gulf of California, with
the view of discovering a direct waterway to the
East. When it was found that nature had provided no such passage, the question of cutting
and building a canal took shape, and as early as
1551, so Colonel Ludlow declares, three locations
had been proposed to Spain as suitable places for
such a work, to wit, Tehuantepee, Xicaragua
and Panama. The last-named site was selected)
and authorization was given for the construction
there of the desired canal ; but before the work
could be begun, Spain's power began to be hampered and crippled, and the canal was delayed
and finally abandoned. Colonel Ludlow, who
may have written his article since the present
crisis with Spain commenced to take shape and
to cause all sorts of unfounded charges to be directed against that country, indulges in some
hackneyed references to Spanish misrule and
tyranny in Central America ; but he also admits
that the bulk of the buccaneers who committed
so many atrocities down there, years ago, were
English adventurers. These references, however,
do not cause him to lose sight of the fact, admission of which is frankly made, that the cutting
of acanal across the Isthmus of Panama is no modern idea, but was a plan projected by the earliest
Spanish colonists, and one which, but for certain
untoward events, would doubtless have been
successfully carried out more than three hundred
years ago by them.

An Italian Shrine.
Edwin L. Weeks contributes to the same magazine an entertaining paper on "Yarallo and the
Yal Scsia," the celebrated Italian shrine which
was founded, as this article tells us, about the
time that Columbus wassailing in quest of a new

world, by Bernardino Caimo, a distinguished
Franciscan of his day, who at one time held the
office of patriarch of the Holy band. It appears
that this friar, on his return from Palestine,
conceived the idea of erecting, somewherein his
native land, a sanctuary which should represent,
in as vivid a manner as possible, the principal
events in the life of the Redeemer, especially the
crreal mysteries which marked the close of His
earthly career. At Yarallo he found such a locality as he desired for his purpose, and this
writer intimates that the hill there on which the
o-ood Franciscan built his shrine, probably, in
his day, bad ; 1 appearance somewhat resembling
Calvary. While the sanctuary which now adorns
the place was in process of construction many
strange happenings are said to have occurred,
ami mention is made of the reported discovery
by the workmen of a stone similar in every respect to the one which covered the Holy Sepul-

"

in northern Italy where such sanctuaries as the
one Mr. Weeks describes are to be found. Other
places that possess similiar shrines are Orta, Locarno and Varese, and our writer alludes to the
circumstance that Samuel Butler, an English
writer, held such a grotesque ldeaof these sanctuaries that he considers them as fortifications
erected against the invasion of northern barbarians, whereas their real character is apparent to
till observers.

A Popular Place of Pilgrimage.
The Calvary erected at Yarallo by the pious
Franciscan four hundred years ago speedily became a popular place of pilgrimage, and Clement XII., whose pontificate ran from 1780 to
1740, granted an indulgence to those who visited it, ascended on their knees the stairway that
leads to the summit of the hill, provided, of
course, they complied with the usual conditions
requisite for the gaining of indulgences. At the
foot of the stairway aforementioned is set a tablet inscribed with a description of the character
of this indulgence, and the terms upon which it
may be gained; and the early popularity of this
Italian shrine may be estimated from the fact
that, in the seventeenth century, as many as ten
thousand pilgrims visited iton a single day. .Mr.
Weeks, who is plainly not a Catholic, intimates
thatfashion may have prevailed almost as much
as faith in attracting visitors to Yarallo ; but he
admits that if persons not altogether in sympathy
with the sacred traditions of the place cast aside
their preconceived opinions and prejudices when
they visit this shrine, and observe the devotion
shown by the faithful who resort to it, they will
be obliged to acknowledge that the pious P'ranciscan founder succeeded in the designs he entertained when he adorned the place with the
chapels and churches that still stand there, and
in which are represented the leading events in
the Redeemer's earthly life. The decorations of
these Yarallo chapels and churches, which are
quite numerous, are principally the work of
Gaudenzio Ferrari, of whom Mr. Wicks says
that "whatever position he may occupy hereafter,
relatively to other masters of his epoch, when a
new series of critics and art historians shall have
come forward to call attention to his somewhat
neglected claims, there can be no question as to
his astonishing versatility, as sculptor, painter
and decorative artist." Some of Ferrari's Madonnas arc especially praised and pronounced to
be wonderfully like Bellini's masterpieces ; and
the statement, often made, that Ferrari was a
pupil of Raphael, is said to be incorrect.

the universities. Thus Durham College was
founded, Professor HcwcU says, for the education of monastic students hailing from Durham.

St. Bernard's College, which afterwards became
St. John's, was established for the benefit of Cistercian scholastics; the greater number of the
scholarships of Jesus College were endowed for
Welsh students, and Pembroke originally belonged to the monks of St. Frideswide. The
Professor also upsets that pretty story about " the
chained Bible," which certain Protestant writers
and speakers have so often concocted in order to
show that the Church opposed the reading of the
Scriptures: for he says that, in the Middle Ages,
books were so few and scarce that precious volumes were kept chained, that no covetous lover
of learning might bear away in the night-time
the unique labor of perhaps a lifetime." He
mentions the fact that these medieval universities sometimes conferred degrees upon women, a
refutation of the accusation that the Church, as
some of its opponents allege, always opposed
higher female education: and he refers to the
powers which the officers of these early universities enjoyed and to the benefits which the universities themselves conferred upon the cities

"

and states wherein theyflourished. This description of the daily life of a university student in the
sixteenth century, written by a scholar of St.
John's, may not be without its interest to the
modern undergraduates. " The greater part of

the scholars," wrote the aforesaid student, "get
out of bed between four and five in the morning.
From five to six they attend the reading of pub-

lic prayers and exhortations from the Divine
Word in their own chapels. They then distribute themselves to study apart, or attend lectures
in common until ten, when they betake themselves to dinner, at which four scholars are content with a small portion of beef bought for a
penny, a sup of pottage made of gravy of the
meat, salt and oaten flour.
From the time of
this moderate meal until five in the evening they
either learn or teach, and then go to their supper,
which is scarcely more plentiful than their dinner. Afterward problems are discussed, or other
studies pursued until ten, and then half an hour
is spent in walking or running about, for they
have no hearth nor stove to warm their feet before going to bed."
Jesuit Astronomers.
The May Atlantic Monthly has an article by
T. J. J. See, who has taken for his subject
"(Treat Explorers of the Southern Heavens,"
and who makes mention of the astronomical discoveries effected in those portions of the skies
by various observers at different times. He tells
us that after the general aspect of the southern
firmament had been made known to the scientific
world by the narratives of the early explorers of
Antarctic regions and seas, among the first astronomers to make special studies and discoveries in those skies were French Jesuits, scientists
like Fathers Richaud and Feuillee, who were
actuated by a religious zeal which overcame all
obstacles. These priestly astronomers, Mr. See
tells us, furthermore, discovered in the southern
firmament a number of striking individual objects. They were the first to announce the double
star Alpha Centauri: but, because of their lack
of proper instruments, they were unable to make
a good chart of the skies they searched ami studied. This article speaks very eulogistieally of
the late Professor Gould, our own well known
astronomer, and his remarkable achievements and
discoveries in the southern heavens. It was with
Professor Gould, it may be remarked lure, while
he had charge of the Dudley Observatory at
Albany, that Father Searle, the eminent Paulist
astronomer to whom Leo XIII. lately offered the
post at the Vatican Observatoryformerly held by
Padre Den/.a, was associated as assistant back in

Medieval University Life.
Another notable paper in this magazine is the
one contributed to its pages by Professor W. T.
Hewett, who writes on "University Life in the
Middle Ages." While there may not be much in
this paper which has not already found its way
into print and been duly remarked upon, there
are one or two statements which, coming from a
non-Catholic writer, would seem to merit notice.
Professor Hewett refers particularly to the
medieval universities at Bologna, Paris and
Oxford as types of the national schools of their
character as well as of the ecclesiastical tendencies of the times which witnessed their foundations. Bologna, the home of law, he says, represented, in its university, the republican spirit of
the age; Paris, an association of teachers, embodied in its school the prevalent bent for theological study and research, and Oxford was
mainly distinguished for philosophical and theological speculations and theories. P'or upwards
of five hundred years, we are told, the monastic
schools, out of which sprung the medieval universities, were the only institutions which kept
the sparks of learning ; and the
alive in
Church and the monasteries had much to do with the fifties.
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ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, May 15. Fifth Sunday after Easter.
Epistle, St. James i., 22 -'27 ; gospel, St. John
xvi., 22?30. A man's religion is vain, w e are
told, in the epistle of today, it he does not
bridle his tongue, and this we may apply with
peculiar force to the slanderer. For how can a
person be religious who is continually stealing
the good name of a neighbor? The detractor is
the most despicable of all characters, for he is
the thief who takes what he can not restore, the
reputations of those with whom he is associated.
Through motives of revenge or spite he calumniates those who have done him no harm, and
injures them in the eyes of others to an extent
that is irreparable. Often -it is a benefactor, a
person who is above reproach whom he thus
covers with the slime of his malicious misrepresentations. He will even accuse the innocent of
the crimes that he commits himself, in order to
drag down those whom he envies to his own base
level. If he is a drunkard he will accuse others
of the vice of intemperance. If he is dishonest or
ovjar-reaohing he will lay similar sins at the doors
of his acquaintances, thinking in this way to cover
up his own rottenness, and all the while he may
appear to the outward world a model of good
nature and forbearance, a member of the Church
that teaches purity of thought and action and
charity to all mankind. What a miserable hypocrite such a man is! He has no love for parents,
brothers, sisters or friends. lie is so bound up in
himself and his wicked indulgences that he can
not enunciate a thought that is not loaded with vicious reflections upon those who are better than
himself. And he tells his horrible falsehoods with
an air of injured innocence that makes him appear the victim of some oppressor, when he is
himself the only wrongdoer. With plausible
stories he destroys character with the smoothness of the devil himself, to whom he is closely
allied by his hidden vices and dark practices.
This man may deceive his own soul at times,
and imagine that he is not what he represents
others to be, and this shows that he is not a constant visitor to the tribunal of penance. If he
were, his polluted heart would be turned inside
out, and he would realize to what depravity he
had fallen. He may go to church, but unless he
frequents the sacraments he will never bridle his
tongue. His master, the devil, will constantly
inspire him to play the part of the slanderer,
since this is the character that a man almost unconsciously assumes when he has no religion to
check his speech and make him look with charitable eyes upon his neighbors. Calumniation is
born of sin. Can we imagine one of the saints
talking ill of his neighbor? Xo, indeed. The
really good Christian will not tell even injurious
truths about those with whom he is brought in
T

contact in this vale of tears. He will overlook the

frailties of poor, weak human nature, and instead
of proclaiming the faults of the sinner he will
pray for him in silence and humbleness of heart.
If you have any inclination to speak ill of those
about you, ask Almighty God, through His Son
Jesus Christ, for strength to overcome the temptation, for does not Our Saviour say in the gospel
of this Sunday, "Amen, amen, I say to you; if
you ask the Father anything in My Xame Ho
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THE THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN.
Love of Mary is a wisdom beyond art and
Next Thursday the Church will celebrate the
science, literature and philosophy, giving a knowlfeast of the Ascension of Our Lord ; the day on
edge of God, grace, sin, creation, Jesus, eternal which His sojourn in this vale of tears came to
and invisible things.
an end, when He entered upon the possession of
O Mary, dearest Mother!
that glory which lie had won by His obedience
Thy month has come again,
Of all the months most welcome
in this world. In the Collect which is said at
To angels and to men
Mass on this feast we ask that we who believe
The month of birds and blossoms
that Thy only Son, our Redeemer, ascended this
And flowers, sunny May,
day into heaven, may also have our hearts fixed
When earth and sky, dear Mother!
To thee fond tribute pay.
on heavenly things." In order that we may be
And so,() dearest Mother!
better able to enter into the spirit of the apBefore the simple shrine
proaching feast, and even in this life raise ourwe
Which
have decked with flowers
Because we call it thine,
selves up above its transitory interests, we proWe kneel to scatter incense
to point out how our religion necessarily
pose
And prayer and song for thee:
elevates
the minds and thoughts of those who
down,
Look
O dearest Mother!
Look down to hear and see.
practice it, how it places them even now in the
Monday.
enjoyment of heavenly treasures, and how, thereLearn to know the love of God in the Sacred fore, our minds should even now learn to rest
Heart of Jesus. It is the Book of Life, open to upon things which are above.
all, easy to be read. Take that Book of Life and
We hear a great deal of talk nowadays about
read it, every page. It is written within and the dignity of man, and there are some few
without with the pledges and the promises of people who maintain that we ought to make
God's personal love for you.
humanity the supreme object of our care and
Think not to tread a secret, chosen path,
worship. No one, we are sure, will find
And shut out sorrow, weakness, pain and sin ;
fault
with us for striving to assist and help our
Go face the tempter, till he pales with wrath,
Seeing the victory that he may not win.
fellow men by every means in our power; on the
contrary, the Church has always fostered and enGrieving over our imperfect prayers is a prayer couraged all such efforts.
in itself.
The doctrinesand teaching of the Church raise
O Seat of Wisdom! Cause of all our gladness,
man to a higher level, and place before him a
Health of the sick, the succour of the weak,
higher motive and a loftier end than it has ever
Refuge of sinners, solace in our sadness,
Grant us, we pray, the counsel that we seek.
entered into the mind of the most advanced
Weknksday.
thinkers of this or any other time to conceive
Many works seem full of charity, but as the This has been done by the Christian religion and
order of discretion is not in them, so God is not by its distinctive teaching, as distinguished from
in them.
natural religion and what it tells us. Natural re'Tis true, dear Lord, 'tis but a little while
ligion tells us, and tells us truly, that there is one
Since I returned to Thee from sin and guile,
Maker and Lord of this world, that we are His
And, kneeling here in suppliance at Thy feet,
pardon
mercy
creatures, that we must be subject to Him, and
Found
full and tasted
sweet.
And then, dear Lord, with faith and strength renewed, that punishment awaits us if we are not so subMy contrite heart o'errlowed with gratitude,
ject. Catholic teaching takes all this for granted,
Protesting love and penitence sincere,
confirms it, builds upon it, and raises us above
And vowing ne'er to wound a Heart so dear.
it. And how?
Thursday.
The first step in the Christian life is faith.
Prayer is an act both of the understanding and
of the heart. The understanding must apply it- And what is faith? What does faith do for us ?
which we accept as true
self to the knowledge of the divine perfections, Faith is that virtue by
God
has revealed. Faith,
or the heart will not be led to the adoration of those things which
face
to face with (bid Himself
them. It would not be reasonable service if the then, brings us
veracity.
For the truths of faith
and His divine
mind were excluded.
we have God Himself as the voucher. Is not
If I've lightened humanity's burden,
And softened the pillow of pain
this an elevation of the mind of man far greater
With? Spirit akin to my Master's,
than that to which the loftiest philosophies can
My labor has not been in vain.
lay claim? They can at best give as opinions and
Friday.
guesses; faith places us at once in the possession
Christian wivesand mothers, behold your model! of eternal and immutable truth.
The second distinctively Christian virtue is
Learn of Monica the responsibility and dignity
And what is hope? To what does it raise
hope.
of the wife and mother, and you, too, will give
us? The light of reason teaches us that we are
Augustines to the Church of God. If women God's creatures and must be subject to Him, and
only realized the vocation to which God calls if so subject will receive from Him a fitting recthem, and would not vainly strive after that for ompense. But Christian hope makes us look
which their nature does not fit them ! If they upon God not as our Maker, but as our Father ;
not as a Master, but as a Friend ; and makes us
only would appreciate the tremendous influence look
forward to the possession not merely of His
confided to them in the home circle ! Would gifts and rewards, but of Himself for all eternity.
they be great? There is a greatness which is
With reference to the third great Christian
exclusively theirs. There is a sphere in which virtue?charity?we have space only to mention
they have no rival home a short, simple that it makes the ruling motive of our lives the
for Himself because He is what He
word, but brimful of meaning. Those who have love of God
is. We wish to point out the greatest elevation
it not, long for it. Too many who have it, or the to which we are raised. What is the position of
making of it, do not appreciate it.
a man who is in the grace of God ? What does
O Virgin Mother blest, in whom God dwelleth,
the possession of God's grace make him? We
Oh highly favored, chosen for His own ;
should not dare to answer had it not been reSunday.

"

?

?

?

will give it to you."
Monday, May lti. St. L'haldus, Bishop and
Confessor. Rogation Day.
Who can advise like thee, to whom He telleth
Tuesday, May 17. St. Paschal Baylon, ConThe secrets that belong to Him alone?
fessor. Rogation Day.
Saturday.
Wednesday, May I*. St. Venantius, Martyr.
Maternal love knows no fear. Mary follows
Rogation Day. Vigil of Ascension.
Jesus
step by step on the sorrowful way to CalThursday, May 19. Ascension of Our Lord.
vary. She shows Him every tendernessand susIlolydayof Obligation.
her looks of love and compassion.
FsiDAY, May 20. St. Bernardino of Siena, tains. Him by
Holy Mother of Jesus, I love thee ;
Confessor.
My heart throbs with joy at, Thy name.
Sari hi.ay, May 21. Of the Octave of the
O, had I tin- tongue of tin angel,
Ascension.
I
Thy glory to all I'd proclaim.

vealed by God and sanctioned by the Church. It
would not have entered into the mind of man to
guess; for that which man in the grace of God
possesses is nothing less than a participation of
the divine nature; to use the words of grave
theologians, man's very being is placed in a divine
state.

If these things are so, and they are elementary
Christian truths, have we not reason enough to
have our hearts fixed, even in this life, on
heavenly things ?
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Temperance.
Written for the Review.

DON'T DRINK.
BY

3*9

SACRED HEART RhVIEYV.

C.T.A.

For the sake of a sweet-faced mother
In the old home far away,
Kor the sake of a kindly father
Who thinks of you night and day,
For the sake of a gentle sister,

And the tender ties that link
Your heart to the heart of a brother
Don't drink!
Fur the sake of another, dearer
Perhaps, than all the rest,
Kor her memory like a blessing
That ever haunts your breast,
For the sake of your future, spreading
Even beyond death'sbrink,
For the sake of your soul immortal
Don't drink!

at home because father drank." The home is the
Friendly
fount of happiness, the guardian of virtue, the
sanctuary of religion. Alcohol desecrates and
ON THE PRIZES OF LIFE.
wrecks it. The burning lava of Vesuvius does
not leave behind it ground more barren, more
I read in the Forum, the other day, an article
shorn of beauty, life and promise.? Archbishop on journalism as a profession, which gave on the
Ireland.
whole a rather discouragingopinion of the prizes
to be won in that walk of life. It indicated that
THE PAULISTS' TEMPERANCE CLUB.
there were greater pecuniary rewards to be obtained in law or medicine than in what has been
With the beginning of June an important
called the fourth estate." It ignored, entirely,
movement in the interest of temperance will be
I believe, the hundreds of struggling lawyers and
inaugurated by the establishment of a Temperdoctors who are getting a bare living, and menance Settlement House by the St. Paul's Tempertioned some of the large retainers the former obance Guild, New York City. The idea of the tained and
some of the big fees the latter
Settlement House in connection with temperance received. In contrast it showed the comparawork was suggested some months ago by the tively small salaries that were paid in journalism,
members of the guild. The matter was approved
one of the most exacting of all the professions,
by the authorities and acommittee was appointed as far as the number of hours daily required in
to cast about and find,if possible,a suitable buildthe performance of its duties is concerned. But,
ing in the vicinity of the Paulist Fathers' Church after all, journalism has its compensations.
for the purpose. Such a building was found on
There are pleasant things connected with it not
Sixty-first street, between Columbus and Amster- to be found in any other calling, with perhaps
dam avenues, the price being 120,000.
less anxietiesthan there are in some other profesThe St. Paul's Temperance Guild was organ- sions, and sometimes a few engaged in it make
ized on Easter Sunday, ISTo, as the successor to
fortunes.
the old Father Mathew Total Abstinence and
The fact is, the big prises in life are not
Benevolent Society. From the beginning the numerous.
guild has been a prominent factor in the warfare
" The many fail, the one succeeds,"
against intemperance in thevicinity of Si, Paul's but this should not discourage anyone, and

"

?

?

THE DRUNKARD'S FAMILY.
The victim of alcohol does not live alone in
the world he is a son or a father, a brother or a
husband. There is around him, encircling him
in his misery and receiving from him the fruits of
the poison, a family. My God ! Can we view
the seething sea of woe and suffering without
being moved to pity, and aroused to action ?
God's blessing, we know, follows the wiping
away of sorrow's tear, the healing up of broken
hearts: "Religion, pure and undetiled, before
God is this, to visit the fatherless and widows in
their tribulation." Convert but one drunkard,
save but one family from the effects of the
plague, and grateful prayers will ascend for you
to the throne of grace. A young man staggers
by you, unheeded and, you may think, deserving
to be unheeded. Aye, buthe was once a mother's
joy and pride she cared not for wealth or
empire, when she pressed her boy to her bosom.
Now he is a drunkard, and her old age is steeped
in sorrow. This next one was the hope of a
father's declining years he spent upon him

:

:

:

riches of hand, and affections of heart; today
the father is friendless and famishing, and the
son's heart has but one love
whisky. How
often the happy bride of yesterday finds herself,
ere the voice of holy promises spoken before
(.oil's altar has ceased to reverberate in her ear,
the wife of a drunkard I For years she leads a
life of sorrow and misery, the horrors of which
no one realizes who has not witnessed them. lie
had pledged undying affection, knightly protection : when he comes home from the saloon, his
mouth opens to curse, and his hand rises to
strike. Only alcohol could produce the hellish
scene of a weak, timid, loving wife, weltering in
her blood, and a brutal man, her husband, gloating over the scene ! And the little ones! is there
no spark of human feeling left in the drunkard?
No. The tiger of the forest, the lion of the
desert, feed and protect their young: a drunkard
leaves his children to starve, if he does not in his
cruelty hasten their death. A drunkard's home
outside of hell, in all created space, there is no
other such place of despair and agony. The
father's steps approach ; it is a signal for the
child to crouch away timidly into a corner. PY-ar
and misery never permit a smile to wreathe its
lips, its heart to beat with one joyful sensation.
We have known the child to scream from hunger,
and the father would take the last cent from the
house to purchase drink. We have seen a child
Laid out in coid death, and the father still demanded alcohol. We have met children, in
rags, roaming the streets, a prey to vice and
crime, and in reply to our questionings, they
would say, " Father drank and home was not
endurable.'' We have seen maidens, as pure as
the snow- falling from the clouds, whose hearts
had known but the most innocent affections we
<) heaven, to
hideous
have seen them driven.
was,
"J could not stay
again
reply
the
Vice, and
?

?

?

Church.
The new Settlement House, a five-story brownstone structure, will contain the offices of the
guild, and will be the centre for temperance
work in the parish. It will have many features
of the club, and will be of great social advantage
to the members of the guild.
"Such a place," says Father Doyle, the director, "will be a tower of strength in the work
to which its endeavors arc consecrated. It is
conceded on all hands that one of the most effectual ways of fighting the saloon is to place a substitute for it. Men who are hard at work all.day
need a place where they may gather in the evening and enjoy healthful recreation apart from
any influence that may degrade."
Among the contributors to the fund for the
purchase of the building was William p;. Dodge,
who sent a check for $500 as soon as he heard
of the enterprise.

failure need not mean an utter defeat. It is said
there is always room at the top, but if we were
all there, it would be so crowded that we should
be throwing each other off into the depths
below. I do not wish to keep tiny young man
from pursuing the promptings of an honorable
ambition, but I would like to remind him that
there is much happiness to be found in what my
friend, the late George Parsons Lathrop, used to
call the small end of life. The wise God above

did not intend that we should all be leaders
in fact, if all were equal there could be no
leaders but He intended that we should all
have our fair share of earthly happiness, and
there is often more real felicity to be found in
the cottage than in the palace.
I know a few men who started out with me
who tin' richer than they ever dreamed of being,
yet they are not half so pleased with life as they
were in the old days when they economized on a
small salary. In fact, they still economize, for
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
it is difficult to get over habits formed in youth,
are in constant fear of losing what they
Be LP yourself and others by taking and keep- and they
have. Like the father of the proud Miss Mcing the total abstinence pledge.
Bride, who walked down Broadway on the proper
In a recent address Father Winters of South side when the golden sun was setting, they often
Norwalk, Conn., stated that Bishop Tierney of wake from a dismal dream of falling. And, after
Hartford had within the past three years given all, what have they got? A place to sleep,
drink, and clothes to wear.
the total abstinence pledge to 25,000 people, both enough to cat and
You all have that, my dear boys, and more?for
old and young.
you sleep soundly at night, and your slumbers
Thbrb is a continual warfare going on between are not disturbed by the fear that the war may
the good and the bad in man's nature, lie who in- affect your property to your disadvantage.
dulges in drink to excess weakens the defences
Yes, the prizes in life are very few, as I have
which religion and morality erect against the already said, and who are they that win them ?
assaults of evil.
When you get a near view of them you will find
that they are very fallible creatures, after all,
So fong as a man who has been in the habit or whose success has been often due to circumstance
danger of intoxication continues to drink he will and not to real worth and ability. No man, you
go where drink is sold ; he will be habitually in know, is a hero to his valet.
,f vanities,
the company of associates who will easily over" Oh vanity
How wayward the decrees si fall- are!
power his best resolutions. For such men total
How very weak the very wise,
abstinence is almost the only hope.
How very small the very great are! "
Let us take, for an example, Napoleon BonaSays the Right Key. .lames A. Watterson, D. parte, who once
occupied so large a space in the
D., bishop of Ohio, speaking of Father Mathew world's eyes. How mean, theatrical and false lie
"All of us need to listen to what he used to say looks when his selfish character is analyxed. Would
be a great man at the price he paid ? His sucof the power of example: 'Come, take the you
cesses did not compensate for his final fall and
pledge your example is necessary ; it will work his lonely death on the island of St. Helena. If
wonders. Kven though you may not have been you do not get the silver or golden prises of life,
addicted to intoxicating drink ; even though a be content with the modest rewards of merit
drop of ardent spirits may have never passed which the poorest may obtain. Have noble aims,
no false ambition. By the hitter fell the
your lips, set a good example in view of the dread- but
angels.
I>KNKl'li 1 IiKI.I
ful evils that surround us.'"
us
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Review,
or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge
for you send in your name and be enrolled as a member,
and sign the League promise and keep it, that is, if
you are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any special or
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
($2) is paid to this office direct.]
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Tlny's Alarm-Cloek.

SACRED HEART REVIEW.

banker, who was born in a house yet standing on Washington street, and now occupied as a tenement house.
The noble benefactor was a descendant of a family
whose origin has been traced back to the time of Boadie,
a king of the race of Britons. The name " Pea," which
means mountain, was at this time prefixed to Boadie,
meaning man, this giving the name of the town a good
history.
Peabody contains many historical places, including the
site of the Old Bell Tavern, the spot where Foster's
army assembled to go to Lexington, and a granite testimonial to their memory. The spot where the depot now
stands is noted for being the site of the first mill in the
county. Central street was noted for being the centre
of potteries, but at the present time but one of these
buildings remains standing.
The town contains many beautiful residences in the
part of the town known as the " kingdom." Among the
most beautiful buildings are the town hall, a large brick
building with granite trimmings, and theInstitute, which
is a beautiful structure with freestone trimmings. St.
John's Church adds greatly to the beauty of the town.
It is a handsome structure of brick. At the side of the
church may be seen the school,which is in charge of the
Sisters of Notre Dame, who have a large and beautiful
convent nearby.
The population of Peabody is between ten and eleven
thousand. Of the number over one-half profess the
Catholic religion.
Thomas Shkkhan.
Thomas must get some of the old Irish folk of his
acquaintance to trace his name back into the great land
of Gaelic tradition. He'll lind that It is even more ancient than Boadie. But then, all old Celtic names are,
so Thomas needn'tbe puffed up about it. When he grows
older he will realize that more than a name with a history is needed to make a fine unselfish man. Has Peabody a good public library, and are there plenty of books
on subjects of special interest to Catholics and by
Catholic writers, on its shelves? If half the population
are Catholics there ought to be no difficulty about the
matter if they are sufficiently interested in public affairs
to think and act. However, when Thomas and his comrades grow up Uncle Jack is sure they will take an active interest in making their town one of the very best
towns in other ways besides business ways.

Tiny looked up from her slate as her big brother Kent
an odd-shaped bundle in his hand.
Tiny ran to meet him.
AnyO Kent, what is it? " she asked curiously.
thing for me? "
" No," said Kent, " such a wide-awake puss as you
are doesn't need aids to early lising," and he untied the
strings and opened the package.
"Why, it's a clock!" said Tiny, disappointed.
" We've got three clocks now, Kent. What made you
bring another? "
Kent began winding the little clock. " You just
listen," he said.
Whir-r-r! rattle, rattle, rattle!
Whir-r! What a
way for a clock to strike!
" It's an alarm-clock," explained Kent, smiling at
Tiny's wonder.
" We can set it so that the alarm will strike at any
time of night and wake us. You know that I have to
leave home before daylight sometimes," for Kent was a
railroad engineer.
How very, very funny! " said Tiny, with sparkling
Goes off all by itself, without anyone's toucheyes.
ing it. Oh, how I wish I had one! "
it," went on
" There's another funny thing aboutalarm
when it
Kent.
"If people don't mind the
strikes, but think that they will sleep a little longer,
they grow less and less liable to be waked up by it, and
soon it doesn't make any impression at all."
Tiny considered. "I wish that I could have one all
of my own ! " she said again. "It must be such fun to
hear it go oil! "
Mt. Auburn, Mass., April 18, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
" You have one," said Kent gravely.
This is my first letter to you. lam ten years old and
"I? An alarm-clock? "
attend the Coolidge School. My teacher is Miss Howard.
Kent nodded.
lam in the fifth grade. My studies are spelling, reading,
" Where? "
writing, language, arithmetic and geography. My school
" Right in there," said Kent, with his hand over is ten minutes' walk from my house, but we are soon to
Tiny's heart.
have a new one built on the Adams estate, half a mile
Tiny. away.
" Well, I don't believe it ever went oft'," laughed
"Yes, I'm sure that it has. Wait till you feel like
I attend the Sacred Heart Church, and Father Coughdoing something wrong. That little clock wiil say, lan is our pastor. I received my First Communion Aug.
15, 1897. I belong to the Sacred Heart Sodality, and re' Whir! Titiy, don't.' You see if it doesn't."
Tiny laughed and went back to her examples. Soon reive once a month. We are going to have Confirmation
a call came from the kitchen, " Tiny, dear, I want you." the second Sunday in May, but I can not be confirmed, as
too young.
Tiny's mouth began to pout, but she suddenly called lam
to theMarine Baseball Club, consisting of nine
belong
I
out cheerily, " Yes, mamma," and danced out of the boys about my age. Saturday, April 16, we played the
room, looking back to say, "It went off then, Kent, Harvard Lawns on the Home Grounds," and defeated
"
good and loud."
them 34 to 27.
and
smiled.
I
it
he
thought
would,"
Kent nodded
I spend my summer vacations in Norwood,about twenty"
said.
two miles from Boston. While there last summer I saw,
And all you little folks with alarm-clocks want to be for the first time in my life, a motor carriage. Norwood
sure that you answer the first call, or they will ring and has two large bookbinding factories and one immense
ring in vain, and turn you out good-for-nothing men press.
I have read many books, among which are three
and women.
volumes of American history, which are very interesting;
Peabody.
"Swiss Family Kobinson," "The Bible," "Percy's Revenge," and "Percy Winn." Hoping to see my letter in
Peabody, my native town, is one of the largest and
print, I remain
most bustling towns of Essex County. It lies west of
Your nephew,
Richard Corcoran.
Salem and is well connected with the surrounding cities
and towns by steam and electric power. Its territory
Uncle Jack is glad to hear that the baseball season
was originally comprised in what was known as the has opened with such gratifying results to Richard's
middle precinct, the second of the territorial parishes, nine. If he's captain of that nine, though, Uncle Jack
and this town appears to have early taken the lead in wants to whisper something,? he'd better make 'em
active business pursuits, theattention of its peoplebeing
double time when they've made a successful
turned to the manufacture of leather, almost from its start. It sometimes makes grownups as well as lads a
first settlement in the old colonial days.
bit careless to have things easy at the start. And when
Peabody was a part of Danvers, and as each year they get a notion that have things all their own way
passed, the population was increasing i in 1851 a peti- they're just about ready for a humiliating licking.
tion was presented to the legislature for the purpose of Uncle Jack is also pleased to hear that Richard owns a
establishing a township of its own, to be known as Bible of his own. Uncle Jack hopes that all his boys
South Danvers. Such an act naturally excited opposition and girls have at least a New Testament for their very
from the brother townsmen, and the movement for a own, or, if they haven't, that they will buy one for
separation was voted down. But such an important mat- themselves with the first money they earn. Benziger
ter was not allowed to rest here, and finally a bill was Bros, have lately published a very tasteful little Bible
passed in May, isr>s, which separated what was then whictfonly costs sixty cents, and which is a great improvement on the big awkward family Bibles most
called South Danvers from Danvers.
The town, according to law, was obliged to unite people have. When Richard is a little older grown
with Danvers, for a time, In the choice of representa- Uncle Jack hopes he will add to his little collection of
tives. The first town meeting was held June 9, 1855, bjoks Kathleen O'Meara's "Life of Frederick Ozauam,"
when Lewis Allen, Daniel Taylor and Nathan Poor were and Mrs. Meynell's " JohnNewman."
chosen as selectmen, Francis Baker as treasurer, and
Mt. Auburn, Mass., April 18, 1898.
Nathan Poor as town clerk.
Dear Uncle Jack:
The town retained the name of South Danvers until
As I do not nee any letters from the Mt. Auburn disApril 13, 1868, when it took the name of Peabody, in trict I thought I would write as a representative for the
honor of the philanthropist, George Peabody, a London parish.

came in one day with
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May U, 1898.

Our little church is beautifully situated in a quiet, secluded spot on Mt. Auburn street. The parish house adjoins the church, and the Catholics of Mt. Auburn should
be proud of both buildings.
Our pastor, Father Coughhiu, is very kind and pleasant,
and is ever looking after the interests of the children of the
Sunday-school. He is our Sunday-school superintendent, and at the close of Sunday-school he always has
something interesting to tell us.
I am preparing for Continuation, which is to take place
in May. This will be the first time that Confirmation was
given in our church, and we are all looking forward to it
as one of the most important days in our lives.
I go to the public school in Watertown. It is two miles
from Mt. Auburn. We ride up in the train every morning,
and ride home at noon. Our school hours are from eight
o'clock until one o'clock, but we have till the afternoon to
study. We study reading, geography, writing, arithmetic,
spelling, history and grammar. The girls are taught to
sew and the boys are taught manual training.
There is a grove near our house and we have very pleasant times there. There are many wild flowers, among
which are the pussy willow, buttercup, daisy, snowdrop,
cowslip, violet, golden rod and bluebell. The snowdrop
is the first flower to come in spring.
We often go to visit a large tower which is situated in
Mt. Auburn Cemetery, which is one of the most noted in
the world. Hoping to see my letter in print, I remain,
Your loving niece,
Dki.la Hogan.
Delia is a very welcome representative from her
parish. She will observe that the boys of her congregation also have a representative this week. Delia must
come again soon and teli Uncle Jack and his nieces and
nephews more about beautiful Mount Auburn Cemetery.
Of course she knows where Longfellow and Lowell and
Agassiz are buried. And she might tell us the names of
the walks, and whether anemones really grow at the
end of Anemone Path and arethusas at the end of
Arethusa Path. Does Delia know the beautiful little
anemones which are almost the first of the wild flowers
to appear after the snow is gone? They are very soft
and delicate little pinkish white blossoms which grow
singly at the end of long, frail, sappy stems. They are
very fond of damp, shady places. A curious thing
about them is that no matter how closely you look
you'll never find one on a misty, cloudy day; but on a
bright, clear day, even if the wind blows chill and cold,
you'll find them full blown. The blossoms fold themselves up at the faintest suggestion of dampness.
Doesn't the trailing arbutus grow in Delia's neighborhood? It is the lirst to come in many parts of New
England. Some folks call it the Mayflower. It's a pale
pink flower, and grows in clusters on short brown
stems. Usually you find it with the flowers almost
hidden under its own brown and rusty leaves in rather
dry places along the edges of woods. After the flowering season is gone new green leaves come out, and
these remain until the next spring's flowers are gone.
Does Delia know Lowell's verses about the goldenrod,
dear common flower that grows beside the way"? He
has said some charming things about the dandelion
which Delia ought to look up. She'll probably be surprised to find what a beautiful side poets are able to see
in the most common, everyday flowers that she would
hardly think of enumerating among the flowers of her
neighborhood. Uncle Jack hopes she'll make herself
better acquainted with the fields and woods of her
neighborhood this spring and summer. And, of course,
he wants her to tell him all about it. Has she read
"Among the Meadow People " by Clara 1). Pierson?

"

Portland, Mi:., April 17, ls'.ls.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I saw my letter in print, and also rend what you said
beneath it. Of course I mean to keep the League promise
and defend the Holy Name from insult. lam almost sure
I can form a Chapter among my schoolmates. I received
my badge and Manual, and I think the badge very pretty.
We have three parishes here. Bishop Healy is our
bishop, and there are several priests stationed at the
lately had,a mission given here, and
cathedral.
there was a very large, attendance. All the boys and
Holy
Communion and were enrolled in the
girls went to
scapular. I belong to the Boys' Sodality, and we all go
to Holy Communion in a body once a month. I go to
the North School and 1 am in the eighth grade. My
studies are arithmetic, spelling, grammar, United States
history, reading, writing and drawing. We also have a
manual training-school where the boys learn to handle
tools. We have a school library in which there are
quite a number of books. As my letter is not very long
I promise to write soon again. I remain,
Your loving nephew,
KI>WAKI> Oudpy.
Next time Uncle Jack hopes Edward will tell him
about the books he has read and the ones he likes best.
And who is his favorite hero? Whom does he admire
most: Washington, Napoleon, Robert Emmet, Father
Damieu, Father Jogues or someone else? Has he got
Molly Elliot Seawell's books from the library? Uncle
Jack is sure he will admire " Little Jarvis," and Kudyard Kipling's " First Jungle Book " and the Second
Jungle Book" have pleased some boys Uncle Jack
knows. Uncle Jack will be glad to hear all about the
Chapter when it's organized, and he would like the Chapter's picture. Other Chapters are reminded of Uncle
Jack's desire to see what his boys and girls look like.
They're rather slow in sending their pictures, he's sorry
to say.
UNCLE JACK.
?

"
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May 14, 1898.

THE

FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.

Manioc, which forms the basis of the alimentary substance known as tapioca, is a shrub belonging to the EujJiorbia family, the roots of
which take the form of an ellipse anil contain, in
addition to the starchy material, a poisonous
juice which is eliminated during themanufacture
of tapioca. There are several varieties of manioc,
belonging to two distinct tribes; one very poisonous which grows in the Antilles and in northern
South America, and the other, which one can eat
without danger, notwithstanding its astringent
and slightly poisonous juice, belongs to intertropical Africa. In the regions where it grows
naturally, or is introduced, as in certain Asiatic
colonies, it serves largely as a food for the
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inch pipe, and arises slowly above the top of the
casing, exactly as a sausage issues from a sausagemachine, until the top is so higli that it overbalances and topples to the ground. This process
has continued until circular pieces of blue clay,
aggregating several hundred feet in length, have
been deposited on the ground adjacent to the
well. The discharge of blue clay is accompanied
by very little water, and the clay, probably from
the great pressure required to force it through
the well casing, is always as hard and dry as a
brick. A remarkable peculiarity of these eruptions is that they invariably begin a short time
prior to the advent of windy or rainy weather,
and continue until the weather again becomes
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following day went publicly in solemn procession from St. Mark's to the church of St. Louis."
And, finally, let it remember that the London
Atheneum, whose statement is quoted in vol. X,
page 18, of the Catholic World, admitted more
than a score of years ago that the common
notion of St. Bartholomew's day is "one of the
great historical errors which has been transmitted
from teachers to taught during a long course of

It would take a great deal more space than we
can give it to correct all the mistaken notions
which the Guardian evidently entertains regarding the character of St. Bartholomew's day and
settled.
on the subject of Catholic and Protestant perseDoctor 11. B. Guppy lias recently published cutions. To convince it, however, that the St.
an account of a three weeks' sojourn on the sum- Bartholomew massacre was not the premeditated
mit of the volcano Mauna Loa, Hawaii, in which affair which it seems to imagine it to have been,
many interesting observations were made. At and to prove to it that, when the truth was
first the air was highly electrified and Doctor known, Catholics condemned the infamous deed,
Guppy's blanket would crackle under his hands as did the Pope, we may refer it to White's
people.
at night. The effect of thesemeteorological con- " Massacre of St. Bartholomew," a work that is
In the preparation of cassava, or manioc flour,
ditions showed themselves in the cessation of far from championing the Catholic side, wherein,
great care is taken to scrape off the outer skin of
the action of the skin, in severe headaches and on page 2 of the preface, it is admitted that "the
the root, before pounding or crushing the fleshy sore throat, in a tendency to palpitation of
the opinion that St. Bartholomew's day was the repart of the root. In America the pulp thus ob- heart and dyspnoea, in sleeplessness, general las- sult of mingled terror and fanaticism
is
tained is subjected to strong pressure in panniers situde, and loss of appetite. These symptoms supported by Ranke in the second volume of his
madeof finely woven rushes, in order to express were attributed to the extreme dryness of the 'Ilistorich-Politische Zeitschrift,' lS3ti; and in
volume one of 'Franzoische (ieschichte'; by Solthe poisonous juice. The crude farina thus ob- air, for when a short spell of damp weather intervened, most of the unpleasant symptoms disap- dan, by Baum and by CoquereL" On page 471
tained is then baked, or dried in the sun, which peared. A very interesting phenomenon was the of the same work the Guardian may read that
expels all the volatile matters and converts it projection of the shadow of the mountain against
this manner of proceeding," wrote Walsingham,
into the material known as cassava" in the An- the sky of the horizon for about twenty minutes the English minister, on Sept. 18, 1572, is by
tilles, and farina" in Brazil. Tapioca is the after sunrise and before sunset. Considerable the Catholics themselves utterly condemned,"
with the additional statement that Cardinal
pure starch which occurs without the mixture of amount of insect life was observed. Butterflies,
moths, gnats, bees and house-flies were quite Orsint, who was sent to France to congratulate
the tissues that still exist in the cassava. Our numerous,especially when the wind was southerly, the king on his escape, was surprised to find
common potato is similar to the manioc in that it apparently brought up to this sterile region by that St. Bartholomew's day was a far different
episode from what Home had been told it was,
also contains a poisonous juice, for it is well
was universally condemned. And were it
and
that
the
skin?especially
known
outer
when it is
not so prejudiced against Catholic testimony, we
Day
Again.
St.
Bartholomew's
to
allowed become green by exposure to the light
could refer our critic to the photolithographic
[Continued from page 385.]
when growing
is not good to eat, and would
copy of the Online della Solennissima Procause positive harm to anyone eating much of it.
cessione and of Cardinal Lorraine's letter puban error committed also by Sully, and of lished by
Quaritch of London, who says of it
The poisonous principle of the potato is elimin- ?\u25a0
the Guardian vainly endeavors to make that the fact that it was printed by
which
"the Imated by boiling or baking.
much
and gives the credit of them to their pressari Camerali within at most a few months
In Brazil the manioc farina is made into food
perhaps within a few days of the Thanksgivreal author.
by reducing it to a thick pap, which is made into
ing
confers upon it an exceptional historical
constitute
a
refutation
These facts
sufficient
of
coarse flat cakes and fried in fat. These cakes
value "; for in those documents is plain to be
our Charlottetown contemporary's criticisms and
seen that the real motive of the papal action was
arc unsavory and not very digestible, but they
an ample justification of our original assertions. the Vatican's belief that the French king, by the
are nutritious. In Guiana and the Antilles it is
The quotation which we made from Ouizot execution of a few heretics ami rebels, had saved
made into little loaves which are baked on a
appears,in virtually the form we gave it, exactly the Church and his kingdom from great dangers
hearth. In this form they are appetizing and of
where we said it could be found; and that Prot- menacing them. The same information is also
an agreeable flavor. American manioc will keep
plainly given in the congratulations of Pope
estant historian there substantially admits that
Gregory to the French king on his escape and in
good for about two years.
as soon as he learned the truth the language employed by Mureto, who preached
In Africa manioc is prepared somewhat after Pope Gregory,
about St. Bartholomew's day, grieved over its in Home on the event. In fact, the whole affair
the manner of hemp in Europe. After steeping occurrence. If the
Guardian desires other was a political crime, a human wickedness, with
for eight or ten days, the women who prepare it Protestant
testimony regarding the motives which the Church had nothing to do ; and even
extract the woody fibres from the root, and,
which caused that pontiff to order a Te Deuin, White, in his Massacre of St. Bartholmew,"
pages 459-4(>2, admits as much, for he says that
squeezing them tightly in the hands, fashion them etc., on the occasion, we refer
him to the Amerthe massacre of St. Bartholomew arose out of
into sort of sticks. These, when dried in the sun,
Encyclopedia," vol ii., page 349, where he the paltriest and most selfish of motives.
ican
they call mako. Mako will keep good for two or
may read the following statement: "A solemn The plea of religion was never put forward,
three months. It is eaten cold or roasted over
Te Deum over the affair was sung at Rome by though it is a plea too often put forward to excoals. It possesses an agreeable flavor and is very
tenuate what can not be justified."
the order of Pope Gregory XIII., but it must be
In conclusion, since the Guardian seems to
nutritious, but its odor is extremely disagreeable,
borne in mind that, according to the accounts labor under the idea that Catholics are the only
resembling fermented beet juice. Another
at hand, the affair grew out of an unsucpersons who ever persecuted other people or
method of preparation is to crush the fibres be- then
the French govern- committed frightful atrocities " in past ages, we
conspiracy
against
cessful
tween two pieces of wood until they are reHisment and the Catholic Church, and the Te Deum may remind its editor that Buckle, in his
duced to a thick paste. This is made into balls
tory of Civilization in England," chapter I, says
to the same category with the one sung that the
about the size of one's list, which are then wrapped belonged
crimes of the French Protestants were
before
for the victory gained at Lepanto as revolting as those of the Catholics, and quite
shortly
in leaves. Prepared in this way it is not so ofThen let the Guardian turn to as numerous relatively to the numbersand powers
fensive to the sense of smell as mako, but it is less over the Turks."
of Gregory XIIL," in which of the two parties "; and that in a pamphlet on
Raffles'
"Annals
palatable and less nutritious.
"The Massacre of St. Bartholomew," printed in
work the Protestant Ranks says are contained
Boston,
1869, the author, a Protestant, C. C.
The Scientific American, quoting from a west- the most authentic materials for that pontiff's Hazewell,in says
on page 21 : "As respects Protern paper, gives an account of a singular freak life, and there it will learn that at the time he estant persecutions, they have been of the worst
in a well on the Lower Brule Agency, Dakota. ordered the Te Deum the Pope was personally possible kind in every country in which dissenters
Originally the well threw a solid six-inch stream informed by the cardinal of Lorraine that King from Rome's supremacy have attained to full
There is something ludicrous in the
of water to a height of twenty-one feet above the Charles, for his own security and the peace of power.
pretensions of so many Protestants to be free
well casing. Subsequently the pipe became his kingdom, had put to death the admiral from the common stain of religious organizations.
choked and the water would not flow at all for (Coligny) who was the head and principal sup- History flatly contradicts assertions so absurd.
two or three days. Then, without apparent porter of the Huguenots; and although he had The blood shed by Protestants in maintenance
cause, it would clear, and the water would spout thus been freed from great trouble, the Pope did of their several bedlamite fancies is of oceanic
amount." And many similiar testimonies might
as usual, though bringing up large quantities of not show signs of more than ordinary gratificareadily be adduced to show that Protestant ansand. Recently, however, reports show that it tion, as (/ a member of his body hud been ampu- nals are by no means free from infamies and
is forcing out apparently endless quantities of tated by a painjul operation. He returned thanks iniquities greater even than St. Bartholomew's
blue day. This blue clay entirely fills the six- to the Divine Goodness at home, and on the day painted in its darkest dyes.
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A GLANCE AT THE
NEWEST STYLES IN DRESS.

When one is in doubt as to the
color to choose it is always safe to
compromise on black and white.
While not the most fashionable of
combinations, black and white are
being worn a great deal in all sorts
of materials. One sees very charming hats of tine black straw trimmed
with bands and loops of black velvet,
a draping of white lace and a cluster
or two of lilies of the valley. Black
may be used as a trimming on any
color. One sees quantities of black
satin folds and baiuls of black velvet,
black silk passementerie, lace embroidery and jetted net. Black satin
sashes may be worn with any gown,
anywhere, almost. One sees ruffles
of black silk on gray or black and
white striped or checked gowns. A
gray cashmere gown seen recently
was trimmed with bands of black
and white checked taffeta ribbon an
inch and a half wide, edged with
black velvet ribbon. These bands
ran all around the skirt and waist
The
two or three inches apart.
of
orange
and
belt
were
burnt
collar
velvet.
OKi.ANUIK i,OWNS.

Very pretty frocks of white or
very pale flowered organdie, intended for evening wear, are trimmed
with black velvet, usually set on
flatly to outline a yoke or simulate
straps over the shoulders. Ruffles
or flounces or both are an almost invariable characteristic of the trimmings of the thin gowns for summer
wear. Some lovely gowns advertised as for graduation day wear,
though they were really too elaborate to be tolerated in any first-class
school, were masses of shirrings and
ruffles and embroidery. They were
really more suited for party gowns
than for the last day of school. The
simplest of the lot was made of
white organdie with a wide graduated flounce on the skirt. The
widest part was at the back and it

narrow round yoke consisting of a
series of puffs, and the sleeves may
have a double puff at the elbow,
below the shoulder and at the
wrists. Shirrings and puttings are
all the rage now in thin goods.
Many of the organdies are made up
with velvet trimmings, and the more
elaborate ones have real silk linings.
Of course such gowns are never
meant for the laundress' hands.
When they get soiled they are sent
to a dry cleaner's and come back as
good as new. They're very expensive
always, and any gown lined witli
silk is not comfortable for hot
weather wear. The lace-striped and
printed lawns come in the loveliest
colors and designs, and they may be
made into cheap and cool as well as
very pretty dresses. Speaking about
trimming thin frocks with bands of
velvet reminds me of what a dressmaker told me about sewing on the
various flat trimmings. The homo
dressmaker sews on her galloon or
ribbon or passementerie firmly
enough to hold it on for a generation or two, and prides herself on
her good sewing. And then she
wonders why her trimmings never
have the same air as those put on
by the professional. As a matter of
fact, your expert takes pains not to
sew her trimmings on firmly. She
takes a short stitch on the outside
and a long one inside, and is careful
not to draw the thread tight. The

14, 1808.

trimming lies flat and stays on as they're tied in a double bow. They
are three yards long.
long as it is wanted.
koi;

iiik

Pou.v Dai.v.

STUCK.

.

No one ever saw so many puffed
Wiiknevei; we call upon God in
and tucked and shirred neck dressearnest
He will be sure to hear and
ings. The profusion of lace and
answer
positively
chiffon stocks is
bewilderus.
ing. One is tempted to believe that
the reign of the white collar is on
Ifi
CURES WHERE ALL ELSE l-AILS.
19
the wane. Many of the silk shirtwmd Host Cimtfh Syrup. Ta.-irs t. l. Use ig
BO
In tinin.
hr drimglHtH.
I*l
waists have collars made of folds of
the material with little pointed tabs
edged with lace. Many of the lace
The readers of the Sacked
stocks are exquisite. < >ne expensive
and perishable wonder was a series Hkakt Review are cordially
of horizontal tucks of pale blue invited to inspect our
chiffon, each one edged with narrow yellow lace. A big bow of
the chiffon was fastened on squarely
S.ilij

in front.
Cashmere is again in fashion, and
it's such a dainty and dressy material
it deserves a long run of popularity.
Black satin is being used a great
deal as a trimming on all shades of

it.
A year or two ago a big fussy hat
and a severe tailor-made gown would
have been considered the height of
bad taste. This season they may be
worn together without hurting Dame
Fashion's sense of the correct in the
least.

Large dotted veils are quite out
of date. All sorts of delicate weaves
and gauzes are worn. Veils of wash
blond are brought around the hat
and back under the chin, where

Great Stock
?OF ?

FURNITURE
CARPETS,
AND

AND GET OUR PRICES.

A great variety of Odd
Chairs suitable for

HOLIDAY PRESENTS,
From $2.50 to $25.00.
Also, a Large Line of

China, Crockery and Glass
Current Importations.
By ship " St. Mark," at New York, from
Hong Kong, we have landed ill packages,
By steamer "Cestrian," at Boston, from
Liverpool, we have landed :si packages,
By the '-Ottoman" r> packages, the
"Sachem" 7,'i packages; the "S.ottish
King," from Antwerp, 4 packages; and
the " Bohemia," from Hamburg, 11 packages.

Enabling us to offer desirable and
attractive wares direct from original
sources, from Hong Kong, from Staffordshire, and from France and Germany.
New shapes and colors of Baccarat

Glass. Beautiful effects.
New designs of Carlsbad Glass in
gradually narrowed to the front,
Loving Cups, Hocks. Rich color
Vases,
effect.
This
giving a sort of apron
?
flounce was headed with a band of and gold effects.
Old Blue Canton China ware, in Dinembroidery and edged with a ruffle ncr Sets (or in parts of sets). Umbrella
to match. The sleeves were tight- Stands, Cuspidores, Piazza Seats.
fitting and covered with bands of Old Blue Onion Meissen China (the
embroidery running around the arm Crossed Swords brand or the Meissen),
two inches apart. A snug little puff in sets or matchlngs to old sets.
China Bedroom Sets from Mintons,
of the plain organdie formed a cap
choice decorations, new tints and designs
at the shoulder, and a ruffle of emto harmonize with draperies and wall
broidery fell over the hand. The paper and carpet (from $2 .">0 per set up
waist was made with a yoke crossed to $B0).
Dinner Sets. Many new shapes and
by bands of embroider}', edged
with a ruffle of the embroidery decorations, also the old standard patterns, from the low cost to the very
and draped with ribbon fastened in costly, many of which
are stock patterns,
many looped bows at each corner of always readily matched, an advantage

Parlor Desks, from

$5.50 to $35.00
Chamber Sets,

Oriental Curios, recently imported
by us from Hong Kong and Yokohama,
comprising rare porcelains, cloisonne,
which will interest connoisseurs. Now on
view in the Art Pottery Rooras(3rd tluor).
pine Lamps. Our exclusive designs
and decorations from Wedgwood, Doulton, Minton, from Japan and Canton,
mounted with the best American safety
founts and burners, all values from the
ordinary up to $!io each, with line globes
and shades to harmonize,
Glass Department. An Extensive
stock of the various lines, including Table
Wareand choice pieces for wedding and
complimentary gifts.
Historical Plates and Pitchers, engraved for us by Wedgwood, from artistic
etchings, including vignettes of Faneuil
Hall ? State House ? Old State House
King's Chapel
Old South Church ?Old
North Church, etc.? over 20 subjects.
Fine Bric-a-Brae. Artistic pieces in

_$I5 to $75

Parlor Suits,

Sideboards,

J>4otoslso
_$J2tos7s

Dining Tables,

$4.50 to $25
Dining Chairs,

90c to $2.50

Parlor Carpets,

75c per yard

-- Chamber Carpets,

?

35c per yard

the Art Pottery Booms, adapted to Wed- Sitting Room Carpets,
oin g and Complimentary Gifts.
Rich China Plates, in 'single dozens
(in Morocco satin lined cases or without),
\3F Send for Catalogue and Price
Fine Minton, Haviland, Wedgwood, CopeList.
land, Royal Worcester and Doulton, costing from :> up to §+00 per dozen. An
extensive exhibit to choose from,
Seashore and Country home buyers
will llnd outllts or matchings in this line
in abundant lines to choose from and at
the square yoke. Below the yoke appreciated by experienced housekeepers, lowest market values.
BOSTON.
Plant Pots, with or without pedestals
Never was our exhibit larger, more
the waist was made very full and
to match; all values and sizes, up to the valuable and comprehensive at this season
Two Doors from Washington St.
blousy.
large and very large ones.
than now. Inspection invited.
l-oi: MoIiKST PtTBSES.

50c per yard

Aril- McArthur & Co.,
16 to 26 Cornhill,

I

A less expensive graduating gown
may be made of Swiss or India
muslin with a wide Spanish flounce
or three flounces of graduated
widths. The waist should have a

Jones, McDuffee & Stratton Co.,
CHINA, GLASS AND LAMPS,
120 FRANKLIN STREET,

BOSTON.

CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
t)iioit»r<4

in

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
77 Leverett St., Boston.

Lowest prices for solid goods.
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PRAISE FOR CATHOLICISM.
The following Protestant tributes
are culled from a communication
which the Key. M. Mahoney, of
Mendota, Minn., makes to the Northwestern Chronicle, recalling a compilation made by Daniel Kooney of
Glasgow, Scotland. It was in reply
to a correspondent of a paper in
Oban, Scotland, who said that
Popery is founded on a lie, and
its dogmas on rottenness." Profes-

"

:

SACKED

carried relief and solace to the most
hopeless want and pain ; do not
these teach us that in the Romish
Church the spirit of God has found
a home ?"
Key. K. Walsh ("Notices of
Brazil"): "Is it not most unjust to
accuse the Catholics as enemies of
knowledge? Here (Rio) is a noble
and public literary institution, rilled
with books on all subjects, founded
by a rigid Catholic, monarch, superintended and conducted by Catholic
ecclesiastics on a plan even more
liberal and less exclusive than any
similar establishment in our own
I'rotestant country."
Doctor Livingstone ("Travels"):
Can our wise men tell us why the
Catholic mission stations were selfsupporting, rich, and flourishing as
pioneers of civilization and agriculture from which we even now
reap benelits, while the Protestant
mission stations are mere pauper establishments, without that permanence or that ability to be self-supporting?"

sor Knight, LL. 1).
"The moral debtwhich the world "
owes to the Catholic. Church is immeasurable, but perhaps none of its
ceremonies have done more for the
preservation and elevation of Euroso
pean morals than the practice
much misunderstood, if notmisrepreof confession."
sented
Colonel Mundy ("Australian ('ninnies "): " Protestant as I am, when
traveling or serving in Roman Catholic countries, I have felt a wholeCatholicMissions.
some inlluenee from the symbol of
our common faith, the crucifix reared
LOSS AND GAIN IN THE FAR
on the lonely roadside or niched in
EAST.
the angle of the crowded street. I
can imagine the mind of the reproThe absorption of Manchuria by
bate being divertedfrom its purpose Russia ought not to have come upon
by the sudden sight of the rinlcst European statesmanship as a surimage of the cross and Passion of prise. For the last twelve or eightHim Who died for the sins of man- een months she has been in effective
occupation of agreatpartof the provkind."
the
Lord Overton, at
I'rotestant ince, and the Cossack has been exCongress, Kdinburg, October, 1894, ercising his mission as an Asiatic
saiil thathehadoften been ashamed on savior of society in the wild borgoing into Roman Catholic churches derland where the liaiinermen of the
to see the amount of devoutness ex- Tartar throne had proved themselves
hibited by the adherents; and lie most inefficient preservers of the
thought what a great advantage it peace. Even to the vast dominions
would be to Protestantism if a simi- of the Tsar his latest acquisition will
lar devoatness was practiced by its form a respectable addition, since it
adherents.
covers an area of more than 360,000
Doctor John Macleod (Hamilton, square miles, greater than that of the
Scotland, Oct. 17, 1894): "It is im- German empire and the United
possible for any candid man not to Kingdom together. It is, moreover,
admit that there were many ways in despite its sub-Arctic winter, a rewhich the silent, unwearying, and gion of exuberant productiveness
consistent devotion of the Romish when cultivated by the industrious
olergy is an example and sometimes Chinese immigrants, (irass grows
a rebuke to others."
seven feet high in the basin of the
Rev. CanonTaylor) "Fortnightly," Siingari, the wild vine nourishes on
October, 1888): "General Gordon the banks of the Amur, and poppy
found none but the Roman Catholic and indigo are successfullyraised on
who came up to his ideal of the ab- soil which is only clear of snow Eor
solute self-devotion of the apostolic five months in the year. The wild
missionary."
gin-seng of the forests is a more precWashington Irving: " From lake ious product than gold itself, since
to lake, from river to river, the its root, which furnishes the elixir
?lesuits pressed on nnrestingly, and of life of the far Bast, is sometimes
with a power no other Christians sold for the extravagant sum of $10,have exhibited won to the faith the -000 per pound. Its discovery is the
warlike Miamis and the luxurious incentive to a life of hardship comIllinois."
pared with which that led by the
Lord Durham ( "Dispatches,"Can- miners of the Klondike is luxurious,
ada): "I know of no parochial for the outlaws and escaped criminclergy in the world whose practice als who are here the treasure-seekers
of all the Christian virtues has been may survive death by famine or
more universally admitted, and has frost-bite only to fall victims to the
been productive of more beneficial fangs of the tiger or the jaws of the
consequences than the Catholic wolf. Most of the province is forpriesthood of this province."
est-covered, its moiln tains are wooded
W. E. Charming ("Works"): to the summit, and the view from
"Her missionaries who have carried them is that of a WavingB6B of verdChristianityto the ends of the earth ; ure reaching from horizon to horiher Sisters of Charity who have zon. The splendid waterways of the
?

?

?

EEAET
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Ussuri and Sungari enable the heart
of Manchuria to be reached I>\
steamer from the Amur, and will
prove valuable auxiliaries in the
work of opening up the country in
which Russia hasbeen for some time

past activelyengaged. Until recently
they formed the only means of com-

munication and enabled the devoted
pioneers of the Gospel sent out by
the Society of the Foreign Missions
to reach spots otherwise cut off
from contact with Furopean civilization as if situated on another planet.
The vicariate-apostolic of Manchuria, created by Gregory XVI.,
in 1839, owed its organization as an
ecclesiastical province to the labors
of Monsignor Verrolles, whose life
by the Abb6Launay is a wonderful
record of his thirty-eight years'
apostolate. The few thousand Christians scattered among the pagan
population, and cowed iirto halfhearted timorousness by a sense of
theirsocial inferiority,had, as the result of his labors, multiplied manifold during his life, and, according
to the census of 1 xO 1, numbered
10,544, forming 175 Christian communities under the jurisdiction of
a bishop, with thirty priests of
the Foreign .Missions aided by
eight native priests and 105 catecliists. There were four convents
of nuns, native and European, three
seminaries with forty-nine students,
three hospitals, and sixteen orphanages, while the number of adults
baptized in that year was 852, and
of infants 5,184. Although exposed
to intermittent persecution during
its earlier ages, the mission received
a certain amount of protection from
the clauses of the treaty of Wliampoa
concludedbetween France and China
in I*4l, and the missionaries, as
French subjects, always had a powerful advocate in the French repre-

sentative

at Pekin.

It is much to be feared that under
Russian rule they will be treated
with less consideration,.is that power
allows no Christian teachers save
those of her own national Church,
and thus one of the results of the
extensionof her influence in northern
China will be the gradual extinction
of the Catholic missions wherever it
is predominant. The experiences of
.Monsignor Verrolles in his dealings
with her representatives are instructive as illustrating the spirit of e\clusivenessin which the missionaries
of the Latin Church are treated by
them. His vicariate, when first
created, embraced the territory between the right bank of the Ussuri
and the sea, which became, by a
treaty between Russia and China,
signed in 1860, the Russian province
of the Primorsk and the Amur, giving an extension of (Kill miles to the
littoral of the former power on the
Pacific. MonsignorVerrolles hailed
with joythe acquisition of this region

by a Christian power, naturally hoping for increased facilities in its
evangelization, and he lost no time in
despatching two of his Fathers to
found a mission at the new Russian
settlement of Nicolaiefsk at the
mouth of the Amur, for the

conver-
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the Tartar tribes in

neighborhood.
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An adventurous journey by boat
down the Ussuri, with a tent on
the bank as their nightly shelter and
occasional church, carried them
through a desolate wilderness, where,
after the last Chinese town was
passed, only flocks of swans and
herons peopled the solitudes of the
stream, until the first group of
Tartar huts was reached among the
reedy coves of its banks. Below
the junction with the Ajnur, they
came upon a Cossack outpost, and

farther down, on Khabarofka, a collection of wooden huts scattered
among the trees of the primeval
forest. Here they were hospitably
received, but their request for permission to pass the winter there
could not be granted without the
sanction of the governor of Nicolaiefsk. This additional pilgrimage
was therefore undertaken by one of
the Fathers in a small steamer navigating the Lower Amur, which ran
through forests of birch and pine,
with Russian stations scattered at
intervals of about twenty miles. In
a population of some 20,000, there
were 500 or (500 Catholics, absolutely

without any religious ministrations,
to whom the presence of the French
missionaries would have been of inestimable advantage. This, however,
was not to be, as the governor could
give no sanction to the evangelization of the heathen subjects of
Russia; even a prolonged visit to
Nicolaiefsk was not to beencouraged,
and permission to pass the winter at
Khabarofka was the utmost conces-

sion accorded by Muscovite hospitality to fellow Christians in the
wilderness. The rigid discipline of
Russian civilization was exemplified
even in the manner in which its
future centres were coming into existence in strict conformity with unbending law. The streets of Nicolaiefsk, laid down by plummet line
in the heart of the forest were,
throughout the great part of their
length, mere trenches only partially
dug out, while giant pine trees occu(Continued on page .'195.)
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The Rev. Sylvester Malone, rector
of the church of SS. Peter and Paul,
Brooklyn, N. V., celebrated last Sunday
the seventy-seventh anniversary of his
birth.

1)

ins; attention was a clear illumination,
immediately over the grand altar. It
consisted of the words "Kcce Sacerdos
Magnus" (Behold the great priest) with
an illuminated mitre over it. Shields in
heraldic colors of the diocese of Brooklyn,
Newark, Albany, Rochester, Buffalo and
Syracuse were placed at either side of the
grand altar. Archbishop Williams was
present at the celebration.

Six of the thirteen Dominican nuns of
the school attached to St. Jarlath's Church,
Chicago, have volunteered as nurses in
Sistkk Mary Agatha, aged forty-six,
hospital or on the field during our war themother superior at the House of Proviwith Spain.
dence Hospital, Holyoke, Mass , died last
Seventy-eight converts are said to Sunday night after a few weeks'illness.
havebeen received into the Church by the She had been a member of the community
Paulist Fathers in their church of St. for over twenty years. She taught in the
Paul the Apostle, New York, since the St. Jerome parochial school for about
sixteen years, and four years ago was
beginning of this year.
made
mother superior of the Mount St.
Thk archdiocesan population of Chicago
Vincent Orphanage. She was transferred
10,of
gain
G51,000,
is now stated to be
a
to the House of Providence Hospital two
-000 over last year's figures; and there are
years ago, and was put in charge of the
children
in
the
paro2,000
more
nearly
institution at that time. She was formchial schools this year than in 1897.
erly Miss Casey, and leaves a few distant
A Christian Brother, Frere Mathias, relatives in Holyoke.
has been created a knight of the Order of
The twenty-flfth anniversary of the orLeopold by the Belgian government for
ganization of St. Joseph's parish, Springhe
has
rendered
in
the invaluable services
field, Mass., was celebrated last Sunday,
promoting improved agricultural methods
Monday and Tuesday. On Sunday mornof
the
among the peasant cultivators
ing, a class of 140 children made their
province of Luxemburg.
First Communion, receiving Confirmation
On May 1, the anniversary of the ter- in the afternoon at the hands of Bishop
rible catastrophe at Charity Bazaar in Beaven, by whom the new parochial school
Paris, when great numbers were burned was later dedicated. The observance of
to death, Cardinal Richard, archbishop of the anniversary was continued Monday
Paris, laid the foundation-stone of the evening, when a banquet,at which Bishop
memorial chapel which it was decided to Beaven presided, was given in the hall of
on Tuesday
build on the spot in memory of the victims. the new school building,
The committee appointed for the purpose, evening the celebration closed with exerpresided over by the Cardinal and Baron cises suitable to the occasion.
Mackau, intends purchasing the whole
Rkv. Thomas Ewing Sherman, S. J.,
site of the Rue Jean-Goujon. A portion son of the late General William T. Sherof it has already been secured.
man, who recently volunteered as an
Thk will of Bartholomew Fitzsimons, army chaplain, has been appointed to the
tiled for probate last week in New York Fourth Regiment, Missouri National
City, makes the following charitable be- Guard. Father Sherman joined the Society of Jesus in 1878, and made his final
quests $1,000 to the College of St. Francis Xavier; $1,000 to the College of the vows in Detroit in August, 1890. For
Sacred Heart at Woodstock; $500 for the several years he has been attached- to the
It is said that
Home for the Colored Destitute at Rye; St. Louis University.
had intended that his
General
Sherman
the
Sisters
of
the
Poor
of
St.
to
$600
son should become a soldier. The latter,
Francis Xavier; $500 to St. Joseph's Seminary at Dunwoodie; $550 to St. Vincent however, surprised all his friends, and
dc Paul Society, $500 to the church of particularly the soldier comrades of his
St Francis Xavier for diflerent specific father, by announcing that he intended
to enter the priesthood.
purposes.

:

Somk idea of thelabors which are being
prosecuted by the Brothers of the Christian Schools may be gathered from their
annual report. That published for 1897
gives the number of houses as 1,475,
Brothers 14,631, pupils taught 324,875,
novices 5,227. The headquarters of the

order are in Paris. It has many branches
in the United States. The apostolic spirit
of the Brothers has challenged the admiration of two continents and has won
them success wherever they have established themselves. Providence has given
them prosperity, and they have not proved
unworthy of the blessing.
Not since the laying of the corner-stone
of St. Patrick's Cathedral in 1869 has
there been a celebration in New York
equal in magnificence to that which last
week marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of the elevation to the episcopate of the Most Rev. Michael Augustine
Corrigan. Pontifical High Mass was celebrated on May 4 at the cathedral, the
chimes were rung for the first time, and
there was a procession of notable Catholic clergy, with a guard of honor of 500
Catholic cadets. Every clergyman taking
part in the Mass was a dignitary of the
Church. The papal delegate, Archbishop
Martinelli, was present. A grand orchestra, selected singers anifenlarged choruses
supplied the music. A certificate of cancellation for the debt of $300,000 on the
Dunwoodie Seminary, conceived and
begun by the Archbishop, was handed to
him, it having been raised by popular
subscription in a few months. A grand
banquet attended by 500 prdests was given
in the evening. The cathedral was
superbly decorated. One feature attract-

HEART REVIEW.
master of ceremonies. The remains
were taken to Worcester for interment.
Bishop Beaven of Springfield was present
at the Mass, attended by Rev.D. C. Moran
of Adams and Rev. James F. Maher of
West Stockbridge. The following were
in the sanctuary: Rev. B. S. Conaty of
Worcester, Rev. Father Fitzgerald, Pittsfield, Revs. D. F. Cronin of Hinsdale,
Tyrell of Worcester, Coyne of Adams, C.
11. Jeanotte and L. D. Grenier of North
Adams.
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provincial of the Baltimore province of

the order. Rev. Frederick W. Wayrich,

C. SS. R., will preach on the subject
"The Old Church." Every morning of
the week High;Mass will be celebrated at
9 o'clock, and each evening at 7.30 there
will be Vespers and sermon. Tuesday
evening, May 17, there will be a procession and solemn services in honor of Our
Lady of Perpetual Help. The church
has been extensively renovated for the
occasion.
The excellent feeling which subsists
between the Catholics and Protestants of
Quebec was pointedly illustrated in a
couple of little incidents connected with
the funeral of the lamented Cardinal
Taschereau. All through the passing of
the procession to the burial-ground the
bell of the Protestant cathedral paid its
sonorous tribute of mourning for the departed prelate. This was the chief token
of the good will of the non-Catholic population, but just as expressive in its own
way was the action of the Protestant
Board of School Commissioners in closing
their schools for half the day as a token
of respect for the deceased. If other
portions of the Dominion were characterized by similar feelings of mutual respect, it would augur well for the future
of the country.
The pulpit erected in St. Peter's Church,
Brooklyn, N. V., in memory of the Rev.
Joseph Fransioli, the former rector of
the church, was dedicated last Sunday
week. It is nearly eight feet high, and
is made of marble. It is octagonal and
is supported by eight marble pillars of
different tones and richly decorated in
mosaics in gold and pearl. The top is
mounted with bronze statuary with the
background stenciled against the marble.
Facing the auditorium is a statue of
Christ. The two faces of the pulpit contain figures of the Evangelists, separated
by a group of three bronzed spiral
columns connected by Roman arches.
There is a staircase of bronze with brass
mountings leading to the pulpit. Directly
over the part containing the statue of
Christ is a magnificent book-rest in highly
polished brass. The Rev. M. A. Fitzgerald conducted the dedication exercises.

The new church of SS. Joachim and
Ann, Mount Loretto, Staten Island, was
consecrated last Sunday afternoon by
Archbishop Corrigan. The church is of
brick and granite, with a granite front,
and has been in course of construction for
seven years. It cost $500,000. It is a Roman basilica with decorations in Gothic.
It seats 1,400 persons and has a spire
which rises 285 feet above the ground. A
feature of the structure is a handsome
altar of Italian marble in Gothic style,
presented to the church by Miss Dc
Comeau, and which cost $10,000. The
interior of the church is done mainly in
natural finished woods. There are twelve
stained-glass windows in the body of the
For the week ending May 5 i 20 chilchurch which were made in Munich and dren
were re12 boys and 8 girls
which portray passages from the Scrip- ceived into the Home for Destitute Cathtures.
olic Children; 2 boys and 2 girls were
In the death of Patrick Burke, father placed in families; 2 boys were restored
of Rev. Charles F,. Burke, pastor of St. to relatives. Remaining in the Home
Francis' Church, North Adams, Mass., May 5: 234 children ?122 boys and 112
which occurred at the parochial residence girls. The following subscriptions and
in that place, last week, there passed away donations have been received for the
a loyal son of the Church. Mr. Burke was week: Rev. L. P. McCarthy, Rev. M.
eighty-three years of age, and had re- Clarke, Mr. J. B. Fallon, $25 each;
sided in North Adams about twelve years. Mr. F. L. Dunne, $15; Messrs. G. 11.
He was born in County Waterford, Ire- Cavanagh, John H. Sullivan, Friend (J.
land, in 1815, and came to this country M.), $10 each; Messrs. D. T. McCallion,
when eighteen years of age. He was a Thomas R. Stinson, John J. Kennedy,
man of quiet and dignified bearing, with Edward McEvoy, Thomas A. Morgan,
a face serious yet kindly, and his per- Joseph Marlow, J. B. Hand, Mrs. Kensonality was one that would attract more nedy, Friend (P. T. R.), $5 each; Doctor
than passing notice. The funeral was F. D. Magee, $3; Mr. Michael Judge, Mr.
held from St. Francis' Church last Satur- Griftin, $2 each; Mr. J. F. Ryan, Mrs.
day, solemn High Mass being sung Julia Hayes, $1 each; Mrs. McClure, $1
by Rev. Father Flynn. Rev. Father Fal- and 2 boxes of hosiery. Donations of
lon of Williamstown was deacon, Rev. money, clothing, stores, or any articles
W. T. Sherry of Greenfield sub-deacon, useful to the children or in the Home are
and Rev. Father Kenuey of Pittslield respectfully solicited.
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selves with whips and hot
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their skin day and night.
Nowadays such cruel
torture is discounte*"Y \ nauced. Nevertheless,
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torturing' themselves,
yonly in a different and
uiore serious manner
than of old. They neg-
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"Golden Jubilee Week" at the Re-

demptoristr church of St. Alphonsus,
New York, begins tomorrow, May 15.
Solemn High Mass will be celebrated by
Very Rev. William Lucking, C. SS. R.,

In olden times mistaken
elltn usiasts used to inflict
upon themselves all manner
of painful and horrible torturcs. Men scourged them-

it

r

May 1 I, 1898.
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lid neglected
health means physical torture of the
-"**'*
worst description. It means slow starvation. Because a man forces food into a
weak and impaired stomach, it docs not
follow that he feeds his body. The lifegiving elements of the food taken into an
impaired stomach are not assimilated into
the blood. Instead, the impurities of the
sluggish liver and bowels are taken up and
carried to all parts of the body. The consequence is that the body is not only
starved but poisoned. The immediate result is physical suffering from which the
?

?

_

old time zealot would have drawn back in
horror.
The final result is disease and
death. Dr. Pierces Golden Medical Discovery is a scientific remedy that acts according to natural laws. It is not a violent
spur to nature or a mere artificial appetiser.
It gently, but surely and permanently, promotes the natural processes of secretion
and excretion. It creates appetite, makes
the assimilation of the food perfect, invigorates the liver and purifies and enriches
the blood.
It builds up firm, muscular
flesh. It cures nervous exhaustion, debility, sleeplessness and all the evils that»
follow in their train. Found at all medi-*
cine stores. Accept no substitute that may
be represented as "just as good."
" I can heartily recommend Dr. Pierces Golden Medical Discovery and 'Pleasant Pellets' to
anyone troubled with indigestion and torpid
liver," writes M. G. Crider, Esq., of Leonard,
Harlan Co., Ky, "My disease was chronic. Our
family physician could do nothing for me. I
could not walk nor help myself. I could not eat
anything but it caused a horrible distress and
gnawing in my stomach. I have taken four
bottles of your Golden Medical Discovery and
one vial of your Pellets and can work all day."

'' '

BERKSHIRE NOTES.

'

From our own Correspondent.
The county convention of the F. M.

T. A. was held at Pittslleld, May 8.

Tub County Field Day of the F. M.
T. A. will be held at Hinsdale July 4.
The new centre of the League of the
Sacred Heart at St. Charles' Church,
Pittsfleld, starts off with a membership of
more than four hundred associates transferred from St. Joseph's Centre.
A triduum or three days' retreat will
be given at St. Joseph's Church, Pittsfield, in June, as a preparation for the
feast of the Sacred Heart. There will be
a reception of League promoters and
candidates into the Sodality. Later, probably Aug. 15, there will be a special reception of Sodality postulants.
A new organization has been formed at
Notre Dame Church, Pittsfleld. It is
known as the Association of the League,
and is composed of promoters who will
devote themselves in a special manner to
the liquidation of the church debt. As
soon as this debt is paid, the founding of
parochial schools will immediately follow.

MASS EXPLAINED.
An explanation of the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass by the Eight Key. M. F. Howley, and
having the approbation of the Archbishop
of Boston we have now published In a eon
venlent form. The use or the Vestments and
all articles used by the Priest are fully explained. It contains instructions for Baptism, Matrimony, etc.; also rules for Mass
and Vespers, with instructions for standing
and kneeling during the services.

PRICE, 50 Cents.
Sent postpaid on receipt of Price.

FLYNN

Ifc^MAHONY,

3?nl5llslior«,

16 18 and 20 Essex St., BOSTON.

CANDLES,
WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL.

BEESWAX AND
STEARIC ACID CANDLES
FOR CHURCH USE.
Candles for Parlor, Boudoir, Dining
Colored Candles in great variety.
OlLS?Olive, Lard, Sperm, Cottonseed
and Illuminating Oils.
EDWARD HARKINS & CO.
27 INDIA STREET, BOSTON.
Room.
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CAPTAIN JOHN BARRY.

The following f.nnouncement regarding

Impartial students can not fail to obcourses of lectures at the Catholic Sumserve
the understanding which exists
pied their intervening space. The mer School, for the session of 1898, is
among English and pro-English writers to
Key
houses were built of logs, as was also given to the public through the
belittle or altogether ignore the achievethe church, although the latter was Thomas McMillan, C. S. I'., chairman of ments, in all fields of human activity and
the Board of Studies. The lectures and
not without architectural pretentions
progress, of men of Irish birth or blood.
conferences will cover a period of seven
witli its entrance porch surmounted weeks, from July in to Aug. 28. The When it becomes absolutely necessary for
by a tower, and its transept marked opening week, Rev. Charles Warren Cur- these writers to mention an Irish name in
connection with some praiseworthy deed
by five small domes forming a eross> rier, of Baltimore, Md., will present some or cause, it is done grudgiDgly, and the
the whole painted externally of dif- thrilling epochs of American history, and reader is given to understand that the perthe Rev.Thomas P. McLoughlin, S. T. L.,
ferent colors.
son was not a typical Irishman.
of New York City, will speak on the work
The failure of Monsignor Ver- of some of the great masters of musical We expect this from English writers'
rolles' first missionary expedition to composition. The Value of Sociology " because they are enemies; but when
the extreme north of his province will form the subject matter of a course American writers enter the despicable
conspiracy it becomes the blackest of
did not deter him from making an- of lectures by the Rev. W. J. Kerby, S. sins that of ingratitude. In the United
L., of the Catholic University, WashT.
other attempt at its evangelization,
ington, D. 0. The Rev. J.F. X. O'Connor, States Irishmen have the right, won by
and after a lapse of some years he S. J., of New York City, will treat of the their loyalty and patriotism since the beagain sent two priests, l'eres Boyer " Spiritual Beauty of Christian Art." ginning, to expect fair historical treatand Dubail, both afterwards bishops Lectures on " Literature," will be given ment, but, unfortunately, the element
which has been most active in the writing
in Manchuria, into the dominions of by the Rev. Hugh T. Henry, of St. of history glories chietly in its English
Charles' Seminary, Overbrook, Pa.;
the Tsar. The result was a still
"Free Will and Hypnotism," by the Rev ancestry.
This accounts for the"Scotch-Irish
more conspicuous failure. The for- Thomas I. Gasson, S. J., of Boston Colmer was allowed to land in Nicol- lege; "Atmospheric Electricity" with nu- invention and the animus which excludes
the high achievements and noble deeds of
aiefsk only under protest, was kept merous experiments,by Brother Potamian,
Irish statesmen, soldiers and scholars,
Manhattan
of
New
York
College,
City;
under the closest surveillance during
places in our glorious
in the Middle Ages," by John from their rightful
the two months and a half lie spent "J.Progress
Delaney, M. A., of New York City; history. As a case in point, few historians even mention the name of the founder
there, and was threatened with ar" Art Studies," by Miss Anna Caulfleld,
rest if he preached or officiated in of Grand Rapids, Mich. Lectures are in of the American navy?Commodore John
Barry, still if we take the pains to examine
public. This portion of the vicari- preparation by Henry Austin Adams, the
oflicial records of the Revolution, his
Francis
M.
A.,
Waters,
A.,
M.
John
Hon.
ate of Manchuria had, therefore, to
name
shines out from their pages in bold
James M. E. O'Grady, Thomas O'Hagan,
be utterly abandoned, an experience
Ph. D., Rev. John Talbot Smith, LL. D., relief, a daring leader, a winner of victorof sinister omen for the fate of the Rev. James P. Fagan, S. J., Rev. Morti- ies and the trusted friend of Washington.
On Oct. 13, 177G, the Continental Conremainder, now that it has fallen in- mer E. Twomey, Rev. Denis J. McMahon,
resolved to fit out two armed cruisgress
to the same hands. The extension D. D., and theRev. M. F. Fallon, O. M. 1.,
ers, with authority to capture vessels
Special
of
the
of
Ottawa.
University
of Russian rule signifies everywhere
dates will be arranged for meetings de- bringing supplies to the British army at
the absolute exclusion of the forBoston. Two vessels were purchased and
voted to the practical work of readingeigner, whether he come in the guise circles and Sunday-schools. Under the they were named the " Lexington " and
of merchant or missionary, and the direction of the Rev. Thomas L. Kinkead, the "Reprisal." On Dec. 7, Captain Barry
to the command of the
reservation of the territory acquired a series of conferences, beginning Aug. 8, was appointed
former, and Captain Wilkes of the latter.
will
be
held
to
the
relating
public
aspects
to Russian interests alone. But if a
of Catholic charities. It is intended to The "Lexington" was named in honor of
selfish policy in matters of trade be
give particular attention to all questions the first combat with England.
defensible on patriotic grounds, re- relating to the work of charitable instiThough Congress had in the latter part
ligious intolerance has in her case tutions under the laws of New York of 1775 begun the formation of a navy,
yet it was not until Dec. 22, i77">, that Mr.
no motive to justify it, since her State.
E. Hopkins of Rhode Island was appointed
Other
lectures
will
be
announced
at
a
own national Church carries out no
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of the Colonies with England. For Barry
it can be truthfully claimed that he was
the first under the striped flag to capture
an armed vessel of the enemy."
Barry, in his report to the Mariue Committee, thus says of his engagement i
At 1 P. m. I fell in with sloop ' Edward,'
belonging to the Liverpool frigate. They
killed two of our men and wounded two
more. We shattered her in a terrible
manner, as you will see. We killed and
wounded several of her crew. I have the
happiness to acquaint you that all our
people behaved with much courage."
Of this important capture John Adams
hus wrote: "We begin to make some
little figure here in the navy way. Captain Barry fitted her out here a few days
ago and put to sea, eluding the Roebuck,'
'
and after he got within the Capes he fell
in with the ' Edward' and took her after
an engagement of one hour and twenty
minutes."
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Colleges and Academies.
later date when the arrangements have commander-in-chief (a title which, though
not then otlicial, was in common language
Mary's Academy,
applied to the commander of more than Mt.
one vessel). Captain Barry's commission,
MANCHESTER, N. H.
bearing date Dec. 7, two weeks before
the formal organization of the navy, was Boarding School for Young Ladies.
Please send for catalogue to
the first issued. Thus Captain John Barry
THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Wexford,
Ireland,
of
was the lirst officer
the lirst Catholic appointed to the
NOTRE DAME,
first vessel purchased, named after the UNIVERSITY OF
Notre Dam*, Indiana.
place of the lirst battle, sailed under the
dailies, Letteri, Science. Law, Olvll, Mechanfirst Continental flag, and under that flag leal and Electrical Engineering.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Oonriei.
made the first capture of a Britisli ves- Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Tear, Collegiate
sel, which was the first prize brought to Courses.
St. Edward's Hall, (or boys under IS.

missionary propaganda, and is satis- been completed; also the list of Church
fied with the dog-in-the-manger pol- dignitaries who may be expected to aticy of exclusion. Thus whatever tend the Champlain Assembly during July
portion of the globe her flag flies and August of the present year.
over is lost to the Catholic Church,
and, in regard to its heathen populaY. L. C. A.
tion, to all forms of Christian teachThe May monthly meeting of the Y. L.
ing. On this ground the predomi- C. A. was held at 17 Worcester
street
nant position taken upjjy her in the Sunday, May 8, at:: :!0 i\ m. The monthly
far East, and the assertion of her reports were read by the secretaries and
resolve to shape out on her own treasurer. The donation list included
lines the future destinies of northern $100 from Rev. B. Neagle, Maiden, books
from Copeland Day and Co., and fifty
China, constitutes a formidable men- articles of clothing from Boston Sewing
ace to the interests of religion in Circles. The president spoke of the sucthat quarter. Meantime the Rug. cess of the seventh anniversary reunion
siani/.ation of Manchuria is proceed- held at the Vendome April 2<;. The prinbusiness before the meeting was the
ing by leaps and bounds, although cipal
annual garden party, which will be held
the railway by which its strategical on the grounds of the Home, Saturday,
incorporation is to be effected will .June 25. To commemorate the seven
not be completedbefore 1903. Long years of the Association, the seven wonbefore that date it will be as essen- ders of the world will be represented.
The "Maine" in large size and detail,
tially a Russian province a.s any beautifully
illuminated, will be an artistic
portion of Siberia, to the perfect feature.
satisfaction of its inhabitants, who The North Dorchester Hranch of the Y.
have everything to gain by the ex- L. C. A. held a most successful whist
change. Already detachments of party in Catholic Union Hall, May I. The
attendance was very large.
Cossacks escort the engineers and
Mrs. Thomas F. Hernan, assisted by
guard the railway buildings; the Misses Agnes Maddox, Adelphine Kohler
rouble is fast superseding the incon- and Dora Collison, will give a matinee
venient coinage of the Celestial whist in Catholic Union Hall, Saturday
May 21, from 2 toil p. H.
Empire, and over the barracks hous- afternoon,
The Milford District of the Y. L. C. A.
ing the troops of the Tsar flies the held a delightful May festival and condragon flag with the Russian colors cert May 4. The public responded generquartered in its upper right-hand ously to the call, and a most gratifying
corner.
In answering advertisements, please mention SACRED HEART REVIEW.

success was the result.

All are enthusiastic in behalf of the new building
rapidly nearing completion. The dedication will take place in the near future.

St.

?

?

Philadelphia.

On March 2:5 Congress ordered letters
of marque to be issued. Cooper and other
writers on the history of the navy do not
give the date of the Lexington's " sailing from Philadelphia. But a letter of
John Adams, dated April 12, speaks of
Captain Barry as having sailed " a few
days " before. The
" Roebuck," one of
England's vessels, kept a close watch of
the Delaware Bay; but Barry's career,
now beginning, shows, as subsequent
events of his life demonstrated, that by
flight as well a.s by tight he could become
a victor.
So, escaping the " Roebuck,"the "Lexington " got to sea and went southward.
When ofl the Capes of Virginia she fell in
with the "Edward," shattered her in a
terrible manner, captured her and brought
her to Philadelphia, delighting the patriots with his work. Thus " The
' Lexington' was the first vessel," says
Preble, in his « Origin of the Flag," " that

"

bore the Continental flag to victory on

The 108th Term will open January 4th, 1898
Catalogues sent Free on application to
Rev. A. Morrlsaey, C.5.0., President.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
Is only a few miles from the city. It is on the line of
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensive, affording am*
pie advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
apply to Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory school
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object of
this school is to give such a general education as will

fit pupils to enter college.

MARY'S COLLEGE,
IT. ST.Emmitsburg,
Md.

Conducted by an Association of Secular
Clergymen, under the auspices of His Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore.

Classical, Scientific and Commercial
Courses. Terms: »390.00
In Senior, and
$250.00 In Small Hoys' Department.

Address

REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,

President.

the ocean."
BOSTON COLLEGE,
" The Lexington,' " again says Preble,
"therefore occupies the position in our Conducted by Fathers of the Society of Jesus
naval annals that the 'Lexington,' from
T. BROBNAHAN, S. J.
whence she derives her name, does from
Catalogues may be obtained at the Catb
having been the arena of the first conflict ollc Bookstores.
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complaining!
worse?''

AN INVOCATION.

11 EA RT

SACKED
What

fault

could

be

He sat down. Mrs. Etherage, who hsd
quietly noted all his actions, did not
answer for some minutes; but li Dally she
said:
No; I do not think that she is the
woman for you."

BY M. H. MAYNE.

Now that the houghs are dappled white,
Arrayed to fling
First largess to the land, bedight
With tints of spring,

?

"

REV 1 E W

cross and began to pour out the coit'ec.

She observed her husband smiliug faintly.
She did not ask him any questions; but
he understood her.
" I smiled as I thought of the tables at
the hotels while we were away. I noticed
that you never missed crossing yourself,
and more than once people observed it and
glanced at each other especially women.
They never overlook anything. It seems
to me a habit I should not follow, outside
of my home, at any rate. It is such bad
form to be odd."
"It is a habit that I have followed
since my earliest youth," said Ursula,
" and I certainly have no idea of dropping
it at present."
He shrugged, and began to break an
egg. There was a long silence. The girl
waiting on them, who belonged in New
York, came and went, bringing in articles
for breakfast and taking them away.
When everything, had been provided
Doctor Marston dismissed her, with the
statement that he would touch the bell
when she was needed again.
Our start'of servants," he said, when
she was gone, "is, I think, a very creditable one. All strangers to Bainbridge, so
they do not know anything of the traditions of the place, and all of excellent appearance. I admire the coachman particularly. When he dies he ought to have
a statue erected to him. There are so
many ungainly-looking men in the halls
of statuary that occasionally there ought
to be one selected for his figure and bearing alone."
"I think, as before,"said Ursula, "that
we have too many servants. They are in
the way. Three would have been an abundance? cook, housemaid and coachman."
"Seven or eight would have been the
proper thing," he returned in the same
calm, firm tone that of a man who has
his purpose and knows what he is about.
I have told you already that we have a
"position
to fill here, and there is only one
way to go about it. I was not inclined
?

CHAPTER XXVI.

While birds attune|for summer lays
At earlier dawn,
And glory gilds witli ripening rays
The fragrant morn,

BREAKFAST.

While canopies of tender green
Expand to view,
And crests above the opening scene
Mount deepening blue,
Because the fetters, forged and clinched
In winter's sway,
Ring liquid music through the land
To freedom's lay,
Because the promise in the germ,
Bleak autumn cast,
Has held to truth through all the term
Of darkness past,

prisonedsouls respond,
As signs are given,
That life shall burst anew and pure,
Time's bondage, riven,

new one.

Because, our

?

Because all life knows not decay,
We call thee down ;
And from its childlike bloom and sprayEntwine thy crown.
Come down upon this lovely May,
Our year's first gift,
And ere its pledges pass away
Our hopes uplift!

Amid the music, joy and bloom
That broadly play,
Is reared a throne of filial hearts,
Sweet Queen of May!
And warm upon this mediant shrine,
Our trust we lay,
Where God we know is bending down,
Fair Queen of May!
Written for the Review.

URSULA'S SECOND MARRIAGE.
BY WALTER E. M'CANN.

CHAPTER XXV.?(Continued.)
"Lillian?" said Mrs. Etherage, surprised.
"Audrey

the girl I thought so sensible."
"How do you account for it?" asked
Do you suppose any
Mrs. Etherage.
one could have influenced her? "
"Mrs. St. Aurin, you mean? I think
not. She did not seem to me of that
kind."
your wife, for
"But any one else
instance," pursued Mrs. Etherage, in a
lower tone.
"It has not always seemed certain to
me whether your wife was in sympathy
with your work. If discontented with it
herself she may have conveyed something of her discontent to Audrey. You
will forgive me for saying so, but your
wife appears to me one of those dolorous
and morbid women always in sickness or
trouble. They steadfastly cultivate the
dismal side of life, and delight in making
everybody miserable around them."
"It is true, Mrs. Etherage," answered
Doctor Lansing, biting his lip with anger.
" You have painted her portrait exactly.
With the most amiable disposition in the
world myself, I have been for years so
goaded and tortured that I believe any
other man would have taken his life."
He got up nervously and walk d to the
little parlor organ which stood against
the wall, and turned over some music
there, and then glanced at some photographs on a side table, and finally came
back again.
Mrs. Etherage observed him coolly.
She is a good woman, Doctor Lansing.
These are only foibles."
She Is not a good woman. No woman
is good who so torments her husband.
It Is as bad as if she secretly drank or
ran into debt. What wretched cant it
seems to me to call such women good!
To say of her that she had no fault in
the world except that she was always
?

"

?

"
"

Bainbridge was surprised one morning
to see the painters, carpenters and
cleaners at work in the house formerly
owned and occupied by Professor St.
Aurin, and the property of his wife, but
which had had only one tenant, who soon
moved away, after the Professor's death.
These workmen did not belong to Bainbridge, but came from New York and
were in charge of a strange young man
named Harrison, who had had his orders,
and understood them, and set about
making the St. Aurin house an entirely
Everybody turned to old Mr. Clewson,
Professor St. Aurin's lawyer during his
lifetime and now the adviser of Mrs.
Marston.
"Theyare coming back," he said. "We
have orders to put the house in the best
condition. I suppose they became tired
of traveling."
This was all that the lawyer would
say perhaps all that he knew. But it
created a great deal of gossip; for
Doctor Marston and his wife had been
away only six weeks, and when they took
their departure it was generally understood that they might not return under a
year.
But now, here they were, coming back
after only a montli and a half
the
honeymoon seemingly already over and
the happy couple prepared to sit down in
the sober gray of everyday existence.
There was a murmur all over Bainbridge,
and people were talking in a subdued and
strange way, just as they had talked
when the marriage had occurred so suddenly and unexpectedly.
(inly one person had seen Doctor Marston and his wife since they left Cleary,
the druggist, who had happened to go to
New York for goods, and who, taking a
trip to Manhattan Beach, had seen the
newly-wedded pair sitting amid a great
crowd listening to the band concert.
There was wine before Doctor Marston
and he was smoking a cigar. He sat
enduring the music with a bored expression, while his wife, who did not share
his wine with him, read a newspaper
which some one had left on an adjoining
chair. She read it steadfastly, and yet
without seeming to care for what was in
it, and, perhaps, she could not have told,
if she had been examined on the subject,
precisely what the items were about.
After a while, while Cleary sat apart and
looked on, Marston finished his bottle
and they got up and walked away.
Mrs. Marston was brilliantly dressed ;
Cleary hardly knew her, so changed was
her appearance in this respect. He did
not know what she had on, but it was evidently very costly, and on her fingers he
observed some valuable dazzling rings.
It was the early part of October when
Doctor Ma'ston and his wife returned.
The house had been fitted up in an
elaborate manner. They came back late
at night, and next morning the shutters
were open and smoke was coming from
the chimnejs, and everybody in Bainbridge knew that Professor St. Aurin's
residence was again inhabited.
I'rsula was down to breakfast rather
early, in a pale blue wrapper, and making
a very pretty matron. There were five
servants attached to the establishment,
and one was now in waiting; but Mrs.
Marston did not choose to begin her
meal until her husband made his appearance.
He did so at last, coming in in a showy
smoking-jacket, with red silk lining and
plenty of black braid over the front.
When he had seated himself in his chair
Ursula mechanically made the sign of the
?

?

?
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to come back to Bainbridge?l hoped
never to see the place again but as I
yielded to you in that, so I expect you to
yield to me in our manner of living here."
His tones were measured and decisive.
Ursula did not care for her breakfast; she
ate listlessly, glancing occasionally at her
husband.
He was, she thought, handsomer than
ever. There was something particularly
attractive in the proud Hash of his eye.
His skin was as white as a woman's. But
in that stern brow and firm jaw there was
something that made her uneasy.
breakfast with appclite. She
He
knew already that he was a man who did
not allow anything to disturb either his
digestion or sleep. He was just the man
for surgeon or soldier?iron nerves and a
fearless heart.
Well," she returned presently, with a
smile, "you must have your way, I suppose although I still hold that it is too
grand for my taste. < >ne must get accustomed to such things by degrees."
He asked for more cotl'ee, and she poured
it from the urn aad took it round to him
herself. She had grownvery fond of him,
although now and then he frightened her,*
She wondered if all women were not secretly a little afraid of their husbands.
'?
That you will do, Ursula," he said, as
she stood by him with her hand upon his
shoulder. "It was your unfortunate way
of living before that has operated so much
to your disadvantage the, ridiculous seclusion and unnecessary economy."
" But it was the Professor's wish. How
could I do otherwise?"
"The Professor?" repeated Marston,
with a sort of laugh.
"Yes; it was his wish. Although he
was an undemonstrative man, his word
was law in everything. I once did something contrary to his commands and he
caused me toregret it."
" I know," returned her husband. He
had finished his breakfast and he turned
round and took both her hands in his, she
standing in front of him, and looked up
into her face very curiously.
?

"

;
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The luxury of
a breakfast is in its

Nice Hot Biscuit
rolls and muffins.
Royal Baking Powder
makes them light,
sweet and delicious.

" He made you very unhappy about that
allair, didn't he, Ursula?"
Yes; I admit it ?most miserable. I
felt that I was doing wrong to oppose
him, but I did not wish to be humiliated;
all the pride within me revolted."
" I see," said Marston, with a nod and
his peculiar smile. " I know perfectly
well what you suffered. Life could not
be more wretched than with an ugly disposition such as his. He was entirely too
old for you."
"I do not know. Don't let us talk of
it now As everything is over it will be
better never to talk of it," she said softly.
There was a little pause, Marston still
holding her hands and looking at her in a
sort of abstraction.
That is it," he answered at length.
" Do not let us talk of it in the future,
nor the Professor. Remember that he
might come back and haunt us."
"Don't! You frighten me. I have
always been nervous at the thought of
returning here," and she gave a little
glance around with a shudder. ?
The house was gloomy; it had struck
her so the preceding night. In spite of
the renovation throughout and thevarious
changes that had been made by Doctor
Marston's orders, the dwelling seemed
more sombre than ever before.

"

"

CHAPTER XXVII.
QUITO ALONE.
Ursula somehow felt much greater awe
of Doctor Marston, although he was so
much nearer her own age, than she had
ever felt of Professor St. Aurin.
She loved Doctor Marston devotedly,
although but a brief time had elapsed
since their marriage, and notwithstanding
the suddenness and strangeness of that
event. Still, she realized now how much
she had always liked him even long ago
when she was a girl and before she ever
dreamed that she would one day be his
wife. Lately, since their wedding, and
while upon their honeymoon journey, she
had grown singularly fond of him, and
also demonstrative, which she never was
with the Professor. At her little manifestations he smiled, although he did not
offer to return them.
The Professor she had regarded with a
dutiful affection, yet she always felt free
in his presence; while somehow she was
almost afraid of Marston. She supposed,
during their intercourse before marriage,
that she knew him perfectly, while now
it seemed to her he was a mystery.
He was not short-tempered, but always
studiously polite; yet there appeared a
kind of irritation under his language.
He was cold also. He showed a tendency
to seclude himself with his books, and
although he smiled and gave her a chair
when she entered his study, she felt dc
?

trop.

They had been home only two weeks
when Ursula became aware of their isolation in the town. They had sent out cards,
but only three or four bad called, and even
in their bearing appeartd something
formal, which Ursula was not slow to
detect.
[TO HE CONTINUED.]
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suh etter.

In that document they answered
every question that had up to that
time been raised by responsible
Written for the Review.
statesmen in reference to this matA GRANDMOTHER'S LEGACY.
ter. They moreover declared their
readiness
to answer any further
BY JOHN SPOLLON.
upon the subject that
questions
Attend tome, mavourneen, and I will tell
to them by anyone aube
put
might
you why
I hate all men of Saxon race, and will until thorized to act on behalf of the govI die;
And something of the cruel laws thatsowed
the seeds of hate
When your forefathers lost their cause in
seventeen ninety-eight;

When Unsuccessful patriots were hounded

through the bogs,
Shot down, or hanged without a trial, and
branded rebel 'dogs."
"

city.

until the govern-

?

At the quarterly meeting of the
Standing Committee of the archbishops and bishops of Ireland, re-

cently held at University College,
Stephen's Green, Dublin, with his

Eminence,

Cardinal Logue, in the

chair, the following resolutions were
unanimously adopted :?

" That we have seen with considerable surprise statements recently
made in the public press to the effect that the Irish bishops have been
conducting private negotiations with
the government in reference to the
Irish University question. We feel
called upon to declare that those
statements are without foundation.
"The views of the Irish bishops as
to the constitution of the new University have been expressed in a
document given to the public on the
occasion of their meeting last June.

:

Protestants, Catholics, Jews,

remember well
ment pledge themselves to bring in
How we were driven from our homes in
a measure to satisfy the admittedly
mortal fear to dwell
Among the mountain fastnesses, just like just demands of Irish Catholics in
the savage beast,
matter of University education.
In secret there to worship God and hear the
We also wish publicly to make
His hunted priest.
And ah, too well can I recall that terror- grateful acknowledgment of the
haunted night
strenuous exertions, during the reWhen I was roused from slumber by my
cent debate on the address, of the
mother's shriek of fright.
They'd set our cabin blazing; a child, like great body of our representatives, to
secure the concession of our just
you, I hid,
And saw the heavens glow with rage at rights so long and so unfairly denied. hoped that it will not sanction the
what the cowards did.
principle of the Belfast corporation
in.
Not tire alone, but human blood that uiglit
for
the distribution of the ratepayers'
for vengeance cried
While,'so far as we can foresee,
From the threshold of his burning home it is not
money.
likely that clergymen would
?
where my brave father died.
seek election under the Local GovIrish
Nationalism
in it boldest
Alas! I'm old and feeble now, and fear to
ernment Hill except under rare cir- and truest form is
tell the rest,
deeply rooted in
For the self-destructive passion that arises cumstances, we must record, in the the hearts of the people of the
in my breast;
name of the bishops and priests of County Leitrim. It is a
But you are young, mavourneen; so keep
doctrine
Ireland, our emphatic protest against which finds ready acceptance among
alive the tires
By persecution kindled in the bosoms of the disqualification by act of Parliathem, as evidenced by the reception
your sires.
ment of the clergy of this country accorded to William O'Brien and
Remember that the Saxon's son still car- for offices to which they ought to be
the patriotic mayor of Sligo recently
ries in his veins
The blood of those who took delight in eligible from the very fact of their at Drumkerin in northern Leitrim.
covering with stains
being citizens, independently alto- In spirit and enthusiasm and in all
Kaeh page of Ireland's history, and, mark gether of their acknowledged qualithe elements that go to constitute a
me well, asthore:
Those shameful stains run in your veins, fications to serve the public interest great demonstration, the meeting
your own ancestor's gore!
on the boards that are to be consti- was worthy of the brave old
days of
I'm very poor, alanna, but this legacy of tuted under the new bill."
the
Land
League
The
agitation.
hate
Will warm your heart as it did mine since
(Signed),
speakers received a thrilling recepseventeen ninety-eight.
\u25ba£< Michael Card. Logue,
tion, and in their eloquent and in-

"

:

nostrils duringthetrying penal days.

Turks and Atheists are all welcome
to treatment without any distinction
being made on account of their religious belief or nationality. It does
as excellent humanitarian work as
its kindred hospital in Dublin. I'.ut
while the corporation is promoting
a Bill to make a grant to the Victoria
Hospital, which is under exclusively
Protestant management, it refuses to
make any contribution to the Mater,
simply because it is under Catholic
management. If the Catholic Irish
cities, such as Cork, Limerick, 1hiblin,
etc., were to adoptaretaliating policy
and refuse to make grants for the
maintenance of Protestant institutions, what a howl our l'rotestant
friends would raise in the Emerald
Isle about Nationalist and Catholic
intolerance.
Protestant Belfast
should remember that we live in
an enlightened age, that the Penal
days are gone forever, and that the
least attempt to revive the injustices
and religious intolerance of the past
will receive the censure the base attemptso richly deserves. Parliament
is to be appealed to, and it is to be

Queen's colleges

the Cove of Cork on a mission of
love and duty in honor of "Ninetyeight.'' The rates are : Steerage
single, $25.50 ; round-trip tickets
good for one year, $52; Second
Cabin single, £42.0f) ; round-trip,
-"sTs.:!?; and First Cabin single, £7o ;
round-trip, #150. All who intend to
join the pilgrimage excursion should
apply at once for passage either to
Martin J. Koche, State Treasurer
A. O. EL, 13 Bow street, Charlestown, Boston, Mass., or at the office
of the Canard Line, 99 State street,
Boston.
M. J. Ibx in:.

The Mater Hospital, although being
a Catholic institution, is open to all
sections of the population of the

"Since then, no communicationof
any kind has been made to the
bishops on this subject. They have
consequently been debarred from
taking any further action in the
matter. Hut they are ready, as they
always have been, to facilitate the
settlement of this grave matter by
further defining their views, if
called upon to do so, in reference to
any point as to which the statement
issued by them last June may be
considered insufficient.

"
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of the Mater Hospital, Belfast, lias
aroused the indignation of Catholic
Ireland. The narrow-mindedbigotry
of the corporation is characteristic
and savors of thesmell which stem-hod

ernment.

Their cruelty, their perfidy, their unrelenting wrong,
Made paupers of the weakly men and outlaws of the strong.
In the work of desolation not alone the
Saxon band,
For famine and the landlord lent a powerful helping hand;
Till the Gael, so like the Greek of old, beneath oppression's rod
n.
Lost all but vengeful memory and undying
faith in God.
We take this opportunity of reIn their efforts to depopulate the hapless
questing the Irish members of parliaIsle of Grace
ment to oppose by every means in
They changed the very nature of a noblehearted race.
their power the estimates for the
Many years have passed since then, but I
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Worth Knowing About.

Every one who is thiukiDg of buying a
cedar chest ihis season ought to know
that there has been an improvt d cedar
chest brought out within ihe last sixty
days which is so far in advance of the old
chests of last year that there can be no
question of its desirability. It costs
about the same price, but is really twice
as good a chest. The best place to purchase, where one maybe sure of securing
the new and improved chest, is at the
Paine warcrooms on Canal street.
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THE CROWN OF MARY ; or the Rosary.
With Illustrations and Meditations.
By a Dominican Father.
ISmo.

Paper,

IQc

THE SECRET OF SANCTITY REVEALED IN MARY. Abridged
from " True Devotion to the Blessed
Virgin " of Blessed Grignon dc Montfort, of the Third Orderof St. Dominic, by a Dominican Father. 18mo.
Paper, IfJc Cloth, 30c
NOVENA TO OUR LADY OF PERPETUAL HELP. By Father St. Omer,
Redemptorist. lOmo. Paper, *|0 C
MONTH OF OUR LADY. Under the
patronage of our Blessed Lady of
Victory. From the Italian of Rev.
Augustine Ferran. By Rev. John F.
Mullany, LL.D. Cloth, silver top, 75c
MARIA MAGNIFICATA. Short Meditations for a month on our Lady's
Life. By Richard F. Clarke, S. J.
1 vol. Maroquette,
15c
THE LILY OF ISRAEL; or, Life of the
Blessed Virgin Mary. Large ltlmo.

Chairman. structive speeches they gave expression to sentiments which were
Bishop of Galwayand
echoedby the thousands wholistened
Kilmacduagli,
to them. Both Mr. O'Brien and Mr.
>J< John Hkai.v,
Moll ugh advocated and maintained
Bishop of Clonfert,
Acting Secretaries to the Meeting. the old and imperishable political
The following bishops w ere pres- ideals of the invincible Irish race.
It was a splendid and a significant
ent:?
His Eminence Cardinal Logue, meeting, and fully demonstrated the
archbishop of Armagh and primate ardent spirit of nationality which
of all Ireland; His Grace the Most prevails throughout Leitrim, and
Rev. Doctor Walsh, archbishop of while it served to infuse fresh hopes
Cloth, 75c
Dublin and primate of Ireland; Most in the hearts of true lovers of IreComplete Catalogne on application.
also
Key. Doctor
land,
it
a
lesson
taught
which
MacEvilly, archbishop.
of Tuam; Most Rev. Doctor O'Don- Englishmen may well take to heart
nell, bishop of Baphoe; Most Rev. in this hour of their national humiliCATHOLIC PUBLISHERS,
DoctorO'Dwyer, bishop of Limerick; ation, viz., that for all time Ireland
172 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Most Rev. Doctor Ilealy, bishop of must be reckoned with.
«
Clonfert, and Most Rev. Doctor Mc11 1 1 1
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sand cases cailed hopeable secretaries.
less. From first dose symptoms rapidly disappear,
day, June 9, at one o'clock, will and
In ten days at least two-thirds of all symptoms
removed. BOOK »t testimonials of miracuThk refusal of the Belfast corpor- have on board the members of the -1are
lons cures sent FREE. 10 DAYS TREATMENT FREE by mall. Dr. H. H. Green's
ation to make an annual grant in aid '9S Centennial Excursion bound for Sons, Specialists, Atlanta, Sa.
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holding it firmly with the left hand.
Continue this process until the glove,
if white, looks a dingy yellow,
HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS.
though clean ; if colored, till it looks
A BOUND among the carpet shops dark and spoiled. Lay it to dry, and
reveals the fact that there is a de- old gloves will soon look nearly newcided tendency towards darker floor- They will be soft, glossy, smooth,
coverings than have been the fashion. well shaped and elastic.

TheHousewife.
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trouble was experienced. SilverI DO MY OWN WORK."
smiths will tell you that care is to
be exercised even in the choice of So Says Mrs. Mary Roehiette of
Linden, New Jersey, In this
tissne-paper used to wrap up silverLetter to Mrs Pinkham.
ware. There is a special kind, which
any reliable dealer will advise you "I had suflered for some time with
about, that is entirely free from any severe female complaints.
"I used prescriptions given me by my
chemical treatment which can affect
physician, but
_^
the silver.

"

Often when most needed it is
A few drops of oil of sandalwood,
That simple dish, scrambled eggs,
sold by druggists, dropped on a hot found impossible to heat an oven in
admits
(as everybody knows) of unshovel, will be found to diffuse a sufficient time for baking potatoes
possibilities. When it
appetizing
most agreeable balsamic perfume in for the early breakfast. If the potatable, the yellow a hard
comes
to
the
sick-rooms or confined apartments. toes are first boiled from ten to
dried
with
the white cooked in
curd,
taken
from
fifteen minutes, then
the
Two small hints on the word of a water and put into the heated oven thick and separate pieces, it is really
cooking authority are that a few they can be quickly finished, and uneatable, and should be put aside.
grains of salt sprinkled on coffee be- are as good as when all the cooking The secret of preparing it properly
fore adding the water bring out and is done in the oven.
is to break the eggs together in a
that
flavor,
bowl,
apples
and
and beat them enough to
improve the
as
useful
in
making
Cocoa
is
chocatto
break
when
the
are not so apt
break up the whites and yolks so
olate
as
the
chocolate.
plain
frosting
if
is
them
is
that
made,
that they cook together. The mixtempt to core
A confectioner's recipe for a quick ture is seasoned with salt and a dash
done before they are peeled.
soft frosting is to mix a heaping ta- of pepper, and poured into a clean,
If your mandolin has become blespoonful of cocoa with a cupful hot skillet, into which as little butsoiled and greasy through being of confectioners' sugar. Enough ter as possible has been put the
touched by moist lingers, take a mix- warm water is then added to make it moment before. It should bo watched
ture of one teaspoon of vinegar in spread easily over the cake?perhaps closely, and stirred with a fork, to
four teaspoons of water and lightly four tablespoonfuls or possibly a lit- prevent the eggs settling. When it
wash the parts affected. Then rub tle more. If a bit of essence is de- is slightly thickened, pour off quickly
dry, and continue to rub with a dry, sired to tone the chocolate flavor, it on a hot platter, on which has been
clean cloth, which must be entirely may be used.
placed some squares of hot, nicelyfree from all roughness. After this
A well known and successful ex- browned toast. If it is desired to
polish with some good furniture pol- hibitor of fine vegetables recently have a little more hearty dish, the
ish.
remarked that asparagus was rarely toast may be spread with potted
Mrs. RoBXB evolves delicious corn properly cooked when sent to table, ham, and to four eggs, after their
croquettes out of canned corn. Heat because of the practice of submerg- slight beating, may be added onethe contents of a can of corn ; rub ing the whole of the stems in water, half a cupful of milk.
Makion.
together one tablespoonful of batter thus treatinggreen tops and blanched
and two tablespoonfuls of flour; stir bases alike. The proper way is to HOW TO SELECT AN ORIENTAL
RUG.
it into the hot corn; cook for a cook it erect, covering the blanched
moment, and add a level teaspoon- stems with water, and leaving the
In buying an Oriental rug one
ful of salt and a little pepper. The green tender tips to be cooked by
discriminatebetween the imitacan
croquettes are then moulded into the steam. In this way the entire
tion and genuine, not by the color
flat or round cakes and dropped into stem is completely cooked at the or pattern, which may be copied,
same time.
hot lard.
but by a careful examination to see
Ix
flowers
the
vase
arranging
if each stitch is knotted. If the
Before closing your houses for
should
be
as
an
accessory
considered
stitch is knotted and it is impossible
the summer try this simple method
of clear glass to pull it out, the rug is genuine
of preserving bright grates or fire- to its contents. One
within Turkish, whether
irons from rust. Make a strong is lovely if the flower-stems
the warp is cotton
are
decorative.
Pale
blue
and or wool, but if one can pull the stitch
it
paste from fresh lime and water, and,
with a brush, smear it as quickly as deep green act as foils to pink or out, it is imitation, no matter how
possible over all the polished surfaces white posies, while the rich purple closely color and pattern follow the
requiring preservation. By this of violets is most effective against original. The manner of testing the
A
means allthe grates and fire-irons in china blue. Of course, only one quality of the rug is as follows
an empty house may be kept for sort of flower is used in the one vase, live coal is dropped on the rug and
monthswithout further care or atten- and this must be so loosely massed allowed to burn a little. When it
as to look unstudied, as if growing. is removed, a yellowish mark will be
tion.
Again, it should go without saying left. If this can be brushed off with
A cookinCx teacher, advising her that tall branches should be relethe fingers, leaving the original
class of the various ways in which gated to high jars, and the shortcolors unaltered, it is a sure proof of
tea may be made, included among stemmed species to low, shallow the genuineness of the rug. It is
them this formula : One ounce of tea bowls. Neither should the vase ever necessary, however, for one to be a
finely ground is moistened with cold be so ornate as to attract attention connoisseur in rugs in order to be
water, and allowed to stand for from what it holds, any more than able to discriminate between the
twenty minutes. A scant pint of a frame should lure the eye from its
qualities of rugs of various countries,
boiling water is then poured on the picture.
and to understand the age of the
tea, and at the end of one minute it
Silver articles tarnish often from rug from the intensity of lustre.
is ready to serve. A very little
unsuspected causes. A collection Some of the rugs which find their
cream used with this brewing of the
of silver hatpins, brooches, and a way here have been damaged, but
tea is an improvement.
belt buckle or two suddenly grew so skilfullyrestored that to the eye
The usual method for cleaning almost coal black, although kept in of the uninitiated they seem in pergloves entails more or less expense, a drawer where they had been for fect condition. Many of these have
and frequently unpleasant odors. months without losing their bright- been " cropped " to remove signs of
not only the
Try the following one, which is rec- ness. The change was so sudden wear, which reduces
depth
richness
of
the pile, but
marked
that
the
owner
of
the
and
ommended to be as successful as it and
of
the rug as
durability
affects
the
is cheap: Have ready a little new articles was interested to discover
are
also freDamaged
and
well.
spots
produced
finally
it,
milk in a saucer, a piece of towel or what had
with
waterup
quently
her
carelesstouched
cloth, folded three or four times. On rightfully traced it to
deception
a
a
brush,
into
colors
and
fine
throwing
the drawer a
the cloth spread out the glove smooth ness in
and neat. Take a piece of flannel, pair of new rubber dress shields. easily discovered if the colors are
dip it in the milk, then rub the The shields were removed, the silver wiped over with a soft cloth someglove downward toward the fingers, things polished, and no further what moistened.? Godey's Magazine-
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ami began taking your mcdicine, and have
certainly been greatly benefited by its use.
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has indeed been a friend to me.
" I am now able to do my own work,
thanks to your wonderful medicine. I
was as near death I believe as I could be,
so weak that my pulse scarcely beat, and
my heart had almost given out. I could
not have stood It one week more, I am
sure. I never thought I would be so
grateful to any medicine.
" I shall use my influence with any one
suffering as I did to have them use Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Every woman that is puzzled about her
condition should secure the sympathetic
advice of a woman who understands.
Write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass ,
and tell her your ills.

"'

VANITY.
Mothers are themselves responsible for the vanity which they may
deplore in their daughters. The
atmosphere of the home is too largely
one of, perhaps, millinery and dressmaking. The dress of young children is often so exquisite that continual caution is necessary to prevent
its injury, and play is robbed of

spontaneity and activity.
A mother who had educated her
children to all these punctilities of
dress said : " I regret so much the
exquisite wardrobes of my little children. I see now that it hurt their
character."
The dress of little girls should be
as simple and substantial as that of
boys. Everything which prevents
activity and fosters vanity should be
conscientiously avoided. Love of
dress is also fostered by the passion
for dolls, which is said to be inborn
in every right-minded girl.
Doll-playing is really doll-dressing. Every bit of gewgaw is eagerly
sought to bedeck this miniature
travesty of a fine lady.
If doll-playing is the legitimate
occupation of girlhood, we ought to
have dolls which do not cultivate
the taste for wasp waists and trivialities of fashion.

The furnishing of seaside and mountain
homes is a feature of Boston business
bouses at this season. Jones, McDuffee &
Stratton have always been identified in the
crockery and glass ware of hotels, clubs,
yachts and family outfits, and their store
presents a busy scene at this time.

are silver coated

and have

the name

BLAUD" stamped on each Pill. They
"have
been prescribed with the most satis-

results for more than 50 years in
cases of Anemia, Chlorosis, etc. Sold only
in original bottles of 100 and 200 puis.
Imported by E. Fougera & Co., N. T.
factory
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MUMPS.

"Catholic Pittsfield and Berkshire."
Under the above-namedtitle Miss KathThis is a very painful, but usually
erine F. Mullaney, our Berkshire corresnot dangerous, contagious disease,
pondent, has written a very interesting

affecting chiefly the young, though book about the advent and progress of
not sparing the middle-aged, or even Catholicism in western Massachusetts. It
the old, who may have escaped ex- is not a dry history of facts, though its
statements may be implicitly relied on as
posure in earlier life.
a general thing, but is an edifying record
Usually one who has had the dis- of perseverance and self-denial on the
ease is safe from another attack, but part of both priests and people, interthis is not always so, and medical spersed with pertinent and entertaining
books tell us of unfortunate individuals who have suffered four and
five attacks at intervals of a few
years, seeming to catch the disease
every time they were exposed to it.
Mumps is very contagious, and
one who has never had it is almost
sure to contract it on the first opportunity. A short time spent with a
patient suffering from it will generally suffice, but at the same time the
contagion does not extend far from
the sick, so that it is easy to prevent
the spread of the disease by keeping
the other members of the family
away.
Mumps usually occur in small epidemics, in schools, armies, factories,
and wherever many persons are
brought into close relations with each
other daily.
Mumps is a general disease, similar in its nature to scarlet fever or
measles, but the swelling of the salivary glands is such a striking feature
that the other symptoms, mild fever,
loss of appetite, etc., are apt to be
forced into the background and
overlooked.
The glands affected are generally
the parotid glands, and the swelling
appears beneath the ear, just behind
the jaw. The enlargement may be
very great, and when both sides are
affected, the sufferer is so transformed
as hardly to be recognizable. At the
same time the glands are exceedingly
painful. The other salivary glands
may be affected, together with the
parotids or alone.
A peculiarity of mumps is that it
is very prone to leave the parts first
attacked and invade other glands in
the body. This is a serious danger,
almost the only one, and can be pre-

anecdotes and appropriate biographical
references. The work is evidently the result of unwearying industry in the search
of material, and it is an impartial review
of the early struggles and trials of those
Catholics who labored to establish their
religion in localities where at first Catholics were little understood or respected,
notwithstanding the fact that one of the
seven recruits sent to the Continental
army from l'ittsfleld in 1778 was a Catholic Irishman named Patrick McGee. Allusion is made, in the course of the first
chapter to the \ Isit of General Lafayette,
the French Catholic soldier who fought
on the American side during the Revolution, to Pittsfleld in 1825, and in the
second chapter we have an account of the
celebration of the first Mass in Pittsfleld
in 18:55 by the saintly Father O'Callaghan,
and full justice is done to his faithful and
untiring labors as a missionary priest.
But it is not necessary to state in detail
the noble work set down here as performed by all the clergymen who came
later to perform the duties of their sacred
calling in Pittsfleld and Berkshire, but of
course the veteran Father Cuddihy, the
oldest priest in the United States, and the
second pastor of the Berkshire missions,
must not be forgotten. Bishop Beaven,
of the diocese of Springfield; has a word
of generous commendation for this volume, which is truly called a labor of
love," and so has the Rev. T. M. Smith,
pastor of St. Joseph's Church, Pittsfleld.
The book has numerous portraits of
priests and pictures of churches and religious institutions, which add to the
value of the text. Our readers in all parts
of the country will increase their knowledge of the history of the Catholic Church
in New England by reading this accurate
record, which should be In every public
and private library that pretends to keep
religious books for reference or.general
reading. Published by the Sun Printing
Company,
Pittsfleld, Massachusetts.
Price $1.50.
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volume entitled "Light and

the alliance of all English-speaking communities for common defence. This, he
thinks, would guarantee the security of
theAmerican continent, an opinionwhich,
of course, will not be universally accepted. "?Weather Forecasting," by Professor Willis L. Moore, shows how the
daily forecasts are made, and says that
the Bureau does not attempt to achieve
the impossible in its predictions. There
are two educational articles in this issue,
one by Everett C. Willard, which pleads
for physical education, and the other on
elementary education by Professor John
Dewey,who says that at present it is inconsistent and without systematic discipline.
Henry T. Finck writes on the utility of
music, and Walter Avenel, in considering
journalism as a profession, gives
noteworthy figures.

some

"The West Indian Bridge between
North and South America" is an illustrated
article in the current "Popular Science
Monthly,'" which will attract attention. It
says
is by J. W. Spencer, who
that probably there was once a land
connection between
the two continents of this hemisphere. E. P.
Evans furnishes a sketch called "Witchcraft in Bavaria," which is full of
prejudice and highly-colored statements
concerning the Church.
Kite-Flying in
1897" is an interesting paper, with illustrations, by George J. Varney. David A.
Wells writes this month on "Theory and
Practice of Income Taxation,"and he says
that this tax can not be equitably enforced. "Man's Dependence on the
Earth," by M. Gallonedec, is an essay
which points out how much mortals owe
to their environment. In "A Study of
Snow Crystals" W. A. Bentley and G. H.
Perkins describe the various forms snow
crystals assume. A series of photographs
of actual crystals, taken by aid of the microscope, are features that increase the
usefulness of the text. "A Study of Children's Ideals," by Estelle M. Darrah, will
interest teachers, and a sketch of Russell
H. Chittenden of the Sheffield Scientific
School is accompanied by a frontispiece

"

portrait.

"Thk American Catholic Historical Re-

searches," for April, opens with a contribution by the editor,Martin I.J. Grillin,
of Philadelphia, on
Father Smith of
Talbot County, Maryland," which is supplemented by a communication from E. I
Devitt, S. J., entitled " Who Was Father
Smith of Talbot County, Maryland? "
There are three letters by Charles Carroll
of Carrollton in this issue, and a great
variety of other matter of documentary
and historical value.

"

Tub

"Catholic World" for May is a
vented best by keeping the patient Peace" is published by B. Herdtr of St.
in bed, or at least in the room, even Louis. It is from the twentieth French " Jubilee Number " in honor of the silver
if he feels perfectly well, for several edition of the instructions for pious souls, jubilee of Archbishop Corrigan of New
As an appropriate feature there
days after the swelling has gone wri ten by the Barnabite, R. P. Quadru- York.
are a series of articles, by prominent
thework
is
ani,
ia
1795.
Notwithstanding
down.
under Ihe general head, "ProgThis is about the only treatment over a hundred years old, it is eminently clergymen
of Catholicity in New York: Its
ress
present
day
by
will
for
use
the
adapted
at
called for, except perhaps soothing
Among the contributors to this
applications, such as soap liniment, people in this c mntry. Its practical char- Cause."
are
the
Rev.
James H. McGean, Rev.
acter
will
recommend
it
to
those
who
are
for instance, to the skin over the
Frederick W. Wayrich, C. SS. R., Rev.
in
the
of
actively
engaged
pursuits
everyswelling. The diet should be liquid,
and indeed, it must be, for chewing day life. This translation has an intro- Henry A. Brann, D. D., Rev. Sylvester
McCready.

is so painful that solids are out of duction by Archbishop Ryan of Philadelphia. It is sold for 50 cents.
the question.
TAKING CARE OF BABY.

Give thebaby a thorough bath each
day, but do not overdo the matter,
for too much bathing weakens the
child. Wash its mouth out daily,
keeping soft linen cloths especially
for this use. A pinch of powdered
borax in the water for this purpose
will prove beneficial, as it tends to
cleanse out all particles of milk
which may adhere to the roof or
sides of the mouth. If this is done
faithfully there is small danger of
the child ever having babies'sore
mouth." But if its mouth should
become sore wash it with tea made
from blackberry leaves, or with
borax and honey.

"

VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Hilary' A.

399

SACKED HEART REVIEW.

IIKKitKRT,ex-Secretaryof the
Navy, writes in the " Forum " this month
outhe " Fifty Million Appropriation and
its Lessons." lie commends the president
for his course, and is full of the prevailing war spirit. A former German ambassador to China contributes a paper to
the same magazine on " Germany and
China," and -defends the recent action of
his country in regard to the Celestial Empire. The Trans-Siberian Railway is
tn ated by Clarence Cary in a manner
which gives some new information regarding the Russian undertaking and the
Port Arthur connection. Doctor J. G.
Bourinothas something to say about "Canada's Relations with the United States."
He, naturally, looks at his subject from a
Canadian standpoint, and he argues for
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SOAP
WASHES & DYES

No Muss.

No Trouble.
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?SOAP-

WASHES

and

DYESI

.. ANY COLOR. 1

AT ONE OPERATION

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye forg:
Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists, 5:
ii Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under- «E
:»linen,
etc., whether Silk, Satin, g
or Wool.
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Sold in All Colors by Grocers anrfg
Druggists, or mailed free
for 15 cents;
Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAPDEPOT, ?:
127 Duane Street, New York.
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which would surpass all that present
imagination can conceive or present hope
anticipate." The good Doctor evidently
has a bad attack of anglophobia. I. A.
Taylor, in the same number, has a timely
paper on"The Informers of '98," in
which he refers at length to McNally,
Reynolds, Higgins and Magan, and
sketches their characters very truthfully.
Reminiscences of a Young French Officer '' is an entertaining paper by that
bright Frenchman, Max O'Rell. Horatio
S. Rubens, counsel of the American delegation of the Cuban revolutionary party,
writes a favorable account of"The Insurgent Government of Cuba," aDd Clara
Barton tells of her work in the same
island. Sir William Howard Russell continues his recollections of the Civil War
in the United States, and there are military articles bearing on the present state
of military affairs in this country by Captain J. Parker, U. S. A., and Lieutenant
J. A. Dapray, U. S. A., and other contributions of current value.

"

State of Ohio, city of Toledo, ( BaLucas County.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is
the senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
A Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and that said
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every cue of Catarrh
that can not be cured by the use of Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK .1. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D ISS6.

*

Malone and the Rev. Charles
Another timely article is "Catholic Life
in New Yoik City," by Richard 11. Clark,
A. W. GLEASON,
LL. D. It is profusely illustrated. The j SEAL |
Notary Public.
Hall's
Is
taken internally and
other articles are all well worth reading.
Catarrh Cure

'

'

?

acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Sena for testimonials

The Rev. Lyman Arsnorr, D. D., has free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the leading place in the " North American
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Review " for May. The subject considered by him is " The Basis of an AngloAmerican Understanding," in which the
Grand National Prize of
author asks who can measure the advanI 6,600 franc* at Paris « a.
« >
tage to liberty, to democracy, to popular
rights, to a free and practical Christianity
which the alliance of England and the
United States would bring with it, and he
Possesses in the highest degree the en- S^
concludes in this exaggerated strain i
tare active properties of Peruvian Bark. J >B
Endorsed by the medical faculty as the ?
Invincible against enemies, illimitable
-est remedy for Fever and Ague, Mai- 4
in influence, at once inspiring and re.~V
.tria, Poorness of the Blood, General £ y§
Debility and Wasting Diseases; In- < |b>
4D
straining each other, these two nations,
?Cj: creases the Appetite, Strengthens the £ 9
Nerves and builds up the entire system <\u25a0\u25ba
embodying the energy, the enterprise, and
Paris: 22 Rue Drouot
rV
#S
the conscience of the Anglo-Saxon race,
j C New York: E. FOUGERA &CO
26-30
N.
William
St.
would by the mere fact of their co-oper-*J>
ation producea.result in human history
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.THE SACEED HEART REVIEW.*
F
Factsnd igures.

<

aSensd onsense.
N

«

Mrs. V.? My daughter is a promThk most widely separated points
between which a telegram can be ising young musician.
sent are British Columbia and New
Mks. C.? Well, get her to promise
Zealand. The telegram would cross that she won't sing any more.
North America, Newfoundland, the
"I daresay some of the comforts
Atlantic, Britain, Germany, Russia
of civilization are already appearing
(European and Asiatic), China, in the Klondike ?
"
Japan, Java and Australia. It
"Yes; they were just getting

would make nearly a circuit of the
nugget-in-the-slotmachinesas I came
globe, and would traverse more than away."
20,000 miles in doing so.
Lady Cyclist.? Tom says I ride
The human heart is six inches in more
gracefully than any other girl
length, four inches in diameter, and of his acquaintance. What do you
beats on an average of seventy times think of that ?
per minute, 4,200 times an hour,
Minnik.? I think he should ex100,800 times a day, and 36,792,000 tend his acquaintance.
times in the course of a year, so that
! ?! ?!
First Combatant. !
the heart of an ordinary man eighty
?
?
?
etc.
!,
!
!
years of age has beaten 8,000,000,000
don't
anyer
Bystander.?Why
times.
swer 'im back ?
New York's zoological garden
Second Combatant.?'Ow can I?
will be the largest in the world, com- 'E's used all the best words !
prising within its boundaries no less
Promoter.? You needn't be a bit
than 261 acres. The next largest is
at Washington, which has 168 acres. afraid; the company is perfectly
The Berlin garden has sixty, the safe.
The Lamb.? Oh, I've no doubtParis garden fifty, and the London
about the company being safe
garden thirty-one acres.
enough. I was thinking about the
The "Cymric," the largest freight safety of my money.
steamer afloat, can carry about 20,Husband.? It seems to me that
-000 tons of dead weight; that is,
come to my office a good deal
you
about what 625 freight cars can
than there is any necessity for.
more
carry. The displacement of the
I can't help it, dear;
Wife.?
"Cymric" is 23,000 tons; she carries
in the office are so
manners
your
thus about twenty-twenty-thirds of
they are at home,
much
nicer
than
her weight.

_

?

that I like

to

?

enjoy the contrast.

The largest mass of pure rock salt
Teacher.?Which animal is satisin the world lies under the province
of Calicia, Hungary. It is known fied with the least amount of nourto be 550 miles long, twenty broad ishment V
Charlie.?The moth.
and 250 feet in thickness.
Teacher.? The moth? Oh, no.
The triangular bridge at Croy- The moth is a most voracious animal.
land, Lincolnshire, is the oldest
Charlie.?But it only eats holes.
bridge in England and one of the
Havvley," said Tomson, to his
greatest curiosities.
most intimate friend, I'll make a
It is estimated that the amount compact with you. You tell me my
of water precipitated on this globe faults and I'll tell you yours."
annually in the form of rain, snow,
"My dear fellow," Hawley reetc., is 29,000 cubic miles.
plied, I can't. My voice always

"

Ticket-Agent.? You can not go
died from his mother fretting at
him."
to Cuba unless you go on a war-ship.
Old Lady.? I don't want to go i
And the poor woman is still wondering whether she has in her family there to worship. I am going to
an infant satirist or a misused saint. feed the Cubens.
Ticket-Agent.? You will have
He (wondering if that Williams to get permission to go on a ship, a
has ever been accepted).?Are both vessel.
<
your rings heirlooms ?
Old Lady.? Why, bless you !
She (concealing the hand). Oh, they said up to where I live that it
dear, yes ! One has been in the was a little dewey there ; only for
family since the time of Alfred, but that, we could walk straight into
the other is newer and (blushing) them. And I've got on my rubber
only dates from the conquest.
boots.
j
Mr. West End.? What do you
TRADE MARK REQISTERCO*
X
think of my copy of Cinderella,"

"

"

«

<

?

<

"

uncle?
Uncle Fobecorners.?You mean
that picter' of a lady washin' dishes?
Don't think it's any 'count at allWhy didn't the artist hey' her doin'
crewel-work like yer aunt Pamela
when she had hern took ?
Visitor.? What! He is three
months old and you have not named
him yet?
Mrs. Wheeler. No; you see
it's this way I want to name him
after my bicycle and John insists on
naming him after his. I guess we
will have to compromise and name
him after the wheel mother rides.
?

:

Tom Reed was once to make a
speech in Vermont, but was unable
to do so, because the heavy rains
had destroyed parts of the little
railroad. Accordingly, he sent this
telegram
" Can not come ; washout

:

on the line." In a few hours the
reply came: "Nevermind; come
anyway. Borrow a shirt."

Ticket-Aoent.? Where do you
want to go, ma'am ?
Old Lady (with basket on her
arm and looking at him under her
glasses).? I want to go to Cubee.
Ticket-Agent.? You can not go
to Cuba, madam, unless you go on a

Prevents andrelieves
5K
An appetizing, nutritious Fami* Flagr, folWßread, W
Gems, Griddle Calces, etc. Unrjpalledflb Amekica or W
Europe. Pamphlet and Samph/Free# Aqk dearjrs or W
write to Farwi'll & Rhi net/Wafertwn» mY. sy

The Ijentennial.
Who fears to speak of " Ninety-Eight,"
Who blushes at the name ?

"

rubiei valued at $12,500,000.

ing that day, evidently wishing

to

To honor the memoryof the heroes
who died for Erin,
WILL SAIL FROM

BOSTON FOR QUEENSTOWN
THURSDAY, June 9th, 1898,

the United States.
A

house

without food, merely drinking water.
ostrich is calculated
yield 12,000 worth of feathers.
A

fine

to

In answering advertisements, please mention SACRED HEART REVIEW.
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W
3 O'CLOCK, P. M.
This grand Centennial Excursion is under the aus- w
pices of the most representative men of the Irish w
race in New England, and as the number of excur- )K
sionists is limited, you should lose no time in getting <m
your name on the list. A deposit of $25 required w
from first cabin ; $10 from second cabin; and $s from «%
steerage passengers. Balance of passage money to be w
V
paid before June Ist.
All information regarding rates, etc., may be had X
on application to the General Manager and Treasurer, W

MARTIN J.ROCHE

I

13 Bow St., Charlestown District,
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STEAMSHIP AGENT,
BOSTON, MASS.

FITCHBURG

RAILROAD.!

WHITE STAR LINE.
Drafts Payable Everywhere In Ireland

T^J^ELANrjjrr9BJ

Route,!

Hoosac Tunnel

The Short Line Between

BOSTON

W

I
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*§

AND

NIAGARA FALLS,
CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

**

CINCINNATI,

$

AND AI.L POINTS

Lake Champlain Route |
»

BETWEEN

BOSTON
MONTREAL,

AND

BEST LINES. OTTAWA,
threatened to end in disaster when FASTEST STEAMERS.
LOWEST PRICES.
QUEBEC,
First Cabin, Second Cabin and Steerage to and from
impenetrable look.
England, Ireland and Scotland, and all parts of
AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS.
the world.
mildly, his Drafts
he
said
careful,"
Be
Sleeping or Drawing Room Cars
at Low Rates.
Palace,
"
Prompt attention to Mail or Express Orders.
on alfthrough trains.
rosy cheek never dimpling nor a Inquire now for particulars
of '98 EXCURSIONS.
For Time tables, space in Sleeping Cars, or
information of any kind call on any Ticket
muscle of his face twitching; " be
Agent of the Company, or address
Y. DASEY,
CHAS.
lovely
careful. I read a
J. K. WATSON,
story this
(Four
State).
doors from
7 Broad Street
Gen'l Pass. Agent,
boston, Mass.
boy
who
morning about a dear little
Boston, Mass.

willlive twenty-five days he arrested her rebukes with a calm,

f

AT

see to how fine a thread he could

About 180,000,000 bunches of
draw his mother's patience without
bananas are consummed annually in
breaking it. His experiment finally

W

A Grand Excursion to Ireland, $

"

"

w

war-ship.
Old Lady.? What did you say?

horses are the longest-lived gives out after I've been talking six
and Great Britain.
and cream-colored ones are the most hours."
Steamers to Queenstown and Liverpool
every Wednesday. The steamers of
A hirer-out of cycles tells a sailing
delicate, being unable to stand very
this Line were built in Belfast, and the Teutonic
Majestic are among the largest and
warm weather.
story of a lady who returned with fastestandcrossing,
and passengers reach Irein less than six days. The steamship
the back tire of a cycle deflated and land
buildingfor the White Star
"Oceanic,"
now
of
the
Maxim
The wonderful part
Line, is to be 704 feet in length, or 25 feet
cut to pieces.
longer than the *' Great Eastern," and 60 feet
gun is that it has only one barrel,
than any steamship afloat. Tickets
You have punctured the tire and longer
can be purchased of theCatholic bookstores,
and yet it can discharge 600 shots in
or
of
been riding about on it afterward
one minute.
0. HOUGHTON & CO., General Agents,
till it is ruined," said he. "Why did F. 115
State St., cor. Broad St., Boston, Mass.
measurements
that
prove
Careful
you not bring it back here at once ?
the average curvature of the globe is She looked at him in great surprise,
6.99 inches to the statute mile.
and calmly answered,
My hour
up."
wasn't
The tomb of Mohammed is covered with diamonds, sapphires and
Alfred had been unusually tryGkay
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